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PREFACE 

This publication describes the internal 
logic of the operator Task, Batch Monitor. 
BULKIO Preprocessor, and BULKIO task 
programs, as well as certain command and 
macro instruction processors. The programs 
may be initiated by the System Operator or 
by the Batch Monitor as background tasks. 

The manual discusses: 

Batch Monitor and Operator Task 
(TASKID 001). 

BULKIO Preprocessor. 

BULKIO Task (TASKID 002). 

Command Processors. 

Macro Instruction Processors. 

Time Shared Utility Proce5sors. 

A brief introduction to nonconversational 
processing appears before the discussions 
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION TO MAIN OPERATOR CONTROL AND NONCONVERSATIONAL OPERATIONS 

MAIN OPERATOR CONTROL 

The Command System creates the system 
operator's task at system startup; identi
fies him to the system; and enables him to 
communicate with the Command System. It 
also handles messages to and from the 
operator, and maintains a data set (called 
the operator log) of messages. 

NONCONVERSATIONAL OPERATIONS 

The Command System contains two modules 
that direct nonconversational operations in 
the time-sharing system: the batch monitor 
and the BULKIO preprocessor. (Nonconversa
tional describes tasks that are executed 
without direct communication with a user; 
they are similar t.o the batch jobs of a 
conventional computing system.) 

The batch monitor initiatlc~s nonconversa
tional tasks, keeps st,xtus records about 
them, and handles their termination. The 
BULKIO preprocessor assists in preparing 
for the execution of WT, RT, PUNCH, and 
PRINT commands, WT, PU, and PR macros, and 
DATASET entry from a high-speed card read
er, primarily by checking parameters. The 
modules which carry out these commands are 
unique because they are always executed in 
separate nonconversational tasks, indepen
dent of the task that initiated them. Thus 
the system can execute such commands at any 
available time, and the user (or his task) 
does not have to wait for input/output 
operations. 

Task Initiation 

The user has three ~dyS to start noncon
versational tasks: he may issue an EXECUTE 
or BACK command from his terminal after he 
has logged on; he may issue a bulk input/ 
output command (PUNCH, WT, or PRINT) or 
macro (PU, W.r, or PR); he may submit a 
punched sequence of commands to the opera
tor who will input them via a high-speed 
card reader or the RT command which reads a 
data set (data or a command sequence) from 
a tape volume. 

For an EXECUTE or BACK command, the com
mand analyzer and executor (see ·Command 
System PLM-) reads the command entered at 
the terminal and, after checking the com
mand name. calls the EXECUTE or BACK com
mand routine. EXECUTE validates the com
mand operand, and sends a request to the 
batch monitor to start a non conversational 
task. The batch monitor requests a task 

status index ITSI) for the new task, and 
initiates the task by sending a message to 
it; the resulting interrupt acts in the 
same manner as the initial attention inter
rupt of a conversational task. The task 
monitor and CS of the new task respond to 
the interrupt by performing the necessary 
task initialization, and CS then fetches 
its commands from the prestored data set 
that serves as SYSIN for the nonconversa
tional task. BACK changes the mode of a 
task from conversational to nonconversa
tional; it uses the batch monitor only to 
ensure that a new background task is per
missible at this time and, if it is, sets 
the TSI to indicate nonconversational mode. 
Commands will subsequently be read from the 
data set specified in the BACK command. 

PUNCH, PRINT, and WT commands may appear 
in conversational and nonconversational 
tasks; RT commands may be issued only in 
the ope.rator's conversational task. For 
each of these commands, the command analyz
er and executor validates the command name, 
and calls the BULKIO preprocessor. The 
preprocessor ensures that the command· 
operands are acceptable; the user will be 
prompt. ed. if necessary, and the preproces
sor concl.udes with a request to the batch 
monitor for task initiation. The batch 
monitor operates Similarly for an EXECUTE. 
There is no actual SYSIN for bulk input/ 
output tasks. The SYSIN is a sequence of 
object code supplied as a part of CSi it is 
not. the usual prestored series of corrnnands. 

When a Punch, Print or Write Tape requ
est is made, the batch monitor initiates 
nonconversational processing by first 
det.ermining whether the input volume is 
public 0]( private. If public, the batch 
monitor sends a VSEND message to task 002, 
the BULKIO task, which performs the actual 
processing within its task. If the input 
volume is private, t-_he batch monitor sends 
a VSEND message to the appropriate command 
processor for private I/O requests (PUNCH, 
PRINT, wr). These modules build and 
execute a separate background job that will 
process the request. 

Task Termination 

Nonconversational tasks may be ter
minated either normally or abnormally. 
Normal termination is the same as a conver
sational task termination except that the 
SYSOUT data set, which contains all system 
communications to a task, must be printed. 
The SYSOUT data set will be listed at the 
computer center, and subsequently sent to 
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the user. Another difference is that 
LOGOFF, when processing a nonconversational 
task, notifies the batch monitor that the 
task has ended. This notification is 
required to permit the batch monitor to 
update its records in the Bat.ch Work Queue 
data set (SYSOPERO.SYSBWQ). 

A nonconversational task will be abnorm
ally terminated either by a CANCEL command, 
or whenever an uncorrectable error is 
detected. In this case, CS forces a prema
ture logoff. The SYSOOT of the task will 
be printed, and it will include a statement 
that reveals the cause of the abnormal ter
mination. A batch request, from a conver
sational user, may be canceled (via CANCEL) 
before it is aSSigned to a task by the 
Batch Monitor. 

2 

Express Batch 

Express Batch processing allows a "eries 
of sub-tasks to operate in a single task 
environment. Instead of performing a full 
LOGON-LOGOFF for each sub-task, sub-task 
accounting is handled by the RCR macros 
operating on the sub-task user IDs in the 
input stream. The Express Batch initiates 
processing with a full LOGON, and ter
minates with a full LOGOFF. Note that a 
sub-task referencing a private device will 
not be serviced in an Express Batch 
environment; that task will be abended 
(type 1) and the next sub-task will pe 
processed. 



Main Operator Control establishes the 
main operator's task at system st_artup time 
and handles messages to and from the system 
operator. Main Operator Control consists 
of two routines: 

1. Main Operator Housekeeping Routine 
(MOHR) -- This init iat.Es the main 
operator's task at system startup. 
(See Figure 1.) 

2. Main Operator communi cat_ions Program 
CMOCP) -- 'fhi:,; fJrocesses messages from 
other tasks to the operator and the 
operator's replies to those messages. 
(See Figure 2.) 

Note: "Main operator" is synonymous with 
"system operator." The latt.er term is used 
in the external desc:r.ipt.ion of the time
sharing system. 

The Batch Moni tal. d reets noneonversa
tional operations in T:,S/360. It initiates 
nonconversational operations, and accounts 
for all such operations in or await.ing 
execution. Then, if an operation involves 
private I/O devices, the batch monitor 
initiates a task. If not, the operation is 
assigned to the BULKIO task. 

MOHR operates at system startup time 
only. It initiates the main operator's 
routine, and it obtains, through the MSGWR 
routine, the current date and time from the 
operator and stores these values for system 
use. MOHR then prompts the operator for 
the devices, if any, to be assigned to the 
BULKIO task. Also, MOHR opens the system 
operator log, calls the Bdtch Monitor 
Initialization routine. and asks t.he main 
operator to verify the system hardware con
figuration. When the operator indicates, 
by a reply message, that t.he configuration 
is set, MOHR issues SVcs to enahlethe 
starting of other tasks and, if the BULKIO 
task was assigned any devices, to initia
lize the BULKIO task. As its final action, 
MOHR calls MSGWR to tell the operator that. 
startup is now complete. 

When entered after system startup. MOCP 
processes messages to the operator from 
other tasks and handles the operator's 
replies. It issues, to the operator, mes
sages received from another task. If the 
message requires a reply, an identifying 
number is issued along wit.h t.he message 
text. This number is used by the operator 
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in hi,,; reply. thus linking message and rep
ly t.ogether. MOCP then makes an entry in 
the system operator locr. It records the 
text of the message just issued, the iden
tification of t_he message sender. and the 
current sytern time. When a numbered reply 
is received. MOCP sends it to t.he appropri
ate task. MOCP scans the list of messages 
awaiting replies for those for which no 
reply ha,,; been made for too long a period; 
when one is found, it prompts the operator 
for a reply. This prompting will recur 
until the operat_or finally replies with the 
proper identifying number. 

MOC£' is act_ivat~ed when XIP receives an 
incomin<] message or when the operator 
enters the REPLY command. 

l'la ill. ... g.Qera tor , s Housekeeping Routine -
~9~.!L~f.~ACB 2. 

MOHR performs ini·tialization functions 
for the main operator's task, allows subse
quent t_dsks to be initiated, and activates 
the BULKIO task. The routine operates only 
during startup. (See Chart AA.) 

.~nt!Y PQ.int§.: 
CZACB2 ._- To initialize SYSLOG and the 

Batch Monitor, and set the system clock. 

CZACB3 .-- To permit other tasks to begin; 
to act.i vate the BULKIO task; and to SIR 
the Batch Monitor timer. 

Modules Called: 
ABENDtCZACP) ABEND type 2 for system 

error. 

ASNBD (CZABlO 
BUl,KIO task. 

Obtains devices for the 

Bat~ch Monitor Initialization (CZABA) 
Initializes t.he Batch Monitor. 

DDEF (CZAEA4) -- Creates a JFCB for SYSLOG. 

MSGWR (CZAAD2) -- Sends messages to opera
tor request.ing date and time, and indi
cating end of startup. 

NEXTPAR (CZAACl) -- Scans date and time 
entered by operator. 

OPEN (CZCLA) -- Opens the SYSLOG. 

QLE (CZCJQ) -- Enqueues linkage entry to 
CZABLl. 

SCRTSI -- Creates BULKIO task. 

Section 2: Operator Task and Batch Monitor 3 
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Figure 1. General Diagram of MOHR 
Operations 
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SETTOD Sets time in system. 

SETYMD Sets date in system. 

SIR (CZC.JS) 
timer. 

Ini tializes bate.l monitor 

VSEND -- Sends the configuration message to 
the operator, then a message to activate 
the BULKIO task. 

XTRSYS, SETSYS -- Allow initiation of other 
tasks. 

Exits: The routine normally returns to the 
task monitor, via the RETURN macro instruc
tion. If a system error occurs, the rou
tine exits to ABEND. 

Operation: Before calling MOHR, VMTI-2 has 
already prepared for initialization of the 
operator's task by calling LOGON. Two 
entry points to MOHR are called in sequence 
to provide various task initialization 
functions. 

MOHR now prompts the operator for the 
current date and time so that elapsed timer 
readings can be related to clock time. 
When the date is obtained, it is checked 
for proper format, converted to a bina.ry 
serial day (the number of microseconds 
since March 1,1900), and set in the sys
tem. Similarly, the time is obtained, 
validated, converted to microseconds (in 
binary), and set in the system. At CZACB2, 
MOHR first initializes the SYSLOG data set, 
in which are recorded communications 
between system and operator, by issuing a 
DDEF macro instruction to create a JFCB for 
the data set, and then cataloging it. The 
SYSLOG data control block (DCB, which is 
located in MOCP and defined there as an 
external symbol) is then opened. Then MOHR 
calls CZABK2 to prompt the operator whether 
the BULKIO task is to be initialized, and, 
if so, with which devices. Next, MOHR 
calls CZABA1 to initialize the batch mon
itor. Then MOHR sends a message to the 
operator asking him to issue a REPLY com
mand when the system hardware configuration 
has been set. MOHR does not await the rep
ly. Instead, it calls QLE to enqueue lin
kage to CZABL1, then returns control to the 
task monitor. 

Upon receipt of the operator's reply to 
the configuration message, control passes 
to MOHR at CZACB3 for the final initializa
tion. MOCP sends the operator's reply to 
MOHR by a VSEND: then upon entry at 
CZACB3, issues an SETSYS macro instruction 
to allow initiation of other tasks. If the 
BULKIO task is to be initialized, it issues 
a SCRTSI SVC to create the BULKIO task; and 
sends a message via VSEND to activate the 
BULKIO task. Finally, MOHR SIRs the batch 
monitor timer for entry to CZABA6, writes a 
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Figure 2. General diagram of MOCP operations 
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message to the operator telling him that 
startup is complete, and returns control to 
the task monitor. 

Error Conditions: MOHR issues these minor 
system error codes for SYSER: 

SYSER Code ABEND Message Significance 
050302601 SYSTEM ERROR- Invalid return 

BAD RETURN CODE code from MSGWR. 
FROM MSGWR 

050302602 SYSTEM ERROR- Invalid return 
BAD RETURN CODE code from MSGWR 
FROM MSGWR when asking for 

date. 

050302603 SYSTEM ERROR- VSEND not 
BAD RETURN CODE successful or 
OR NEFARIOUS invalid return 
VSEND code. 

050302604 SYSTEM ERROR
NEFARIOUS 
RETURN CODE 
FROM MSGWR 

Inval id MSGWR 
return code or 
MSGWR not 
successful. 

050302605 SYSTEM ERROR- SCRTSI did not 
INVALID TASK ID create a task 

with taskid of 2 

050302606 SYSTEM ERROR
INVALID DDEF 

050302607 SYSTEM ERROR
INVALID SCAN 

050302608 SYSTEM ERROR
INVALID SCAN 

050302609 SYSTEM ERROR
BULKIO 
INITIALIZATION 

Invalid return 
code from DDEF 
or DDEF was 
unsuccessful. 

Invalid SCAN 
return code. 

Invalid return 
code after scan 
of time 
response, from 
MSGWR. 

Invalid return 
code from the 
VSEND issued 

VSEND to activate the 
BULKIO task, or 
an unsuccessful 
VSEND. 

System Control Block 'Jsage: Interrupt 
Storage Area (CHAISA) 

Main Operator Communications Program 
MOCP (CZACA) 

MOCP processes WTO, WTL, WTOA, and WTOR 
messages to the operator, replies from the 
operator, and prompting messages for over
due replies. (See Chart BB.) 

Entry Points: 
CZACAl -- Processes WTO, WTL, WTOA, WTOR 

MCBs. 

6 

CZACA3 Processes replies to WTOR. 

CZACA4 Processes overdue replies. 

CZACA5 Put message in SYSLOG. 

Modules called: 
CLOSE (CZCLBC> -- Closes (Type T) SYSLOG. 

CZCJQS -- Queues linkage to CZACB3 (MOHR). 

EBCDTIME -- Converts sytem time to YMD/HMS 
format. 

FREEMAIN (CZCHA3) -- Releases storage. 

GATWR (CZATC1) -- Writes messages to the 
operator's terminal. 

GDV (CZASDX) -- Determines STOPLOG value. 

OPEN (CZCLAO) 

PRMPT (CZATJ) 
messages. 

Opens SYSLOG. 

Writes error or prompting 

REDTIM -- Gets current system time. 

Internal Subroutines: 
CAIN -- Generates entry code. 

CAWRLOG -- Writes the message and header to 
SYSLOG (in CSECT CZACA4). 

Exits: The routine returns to the caller 
via the RETURN macro instruction. 

Operation: At CZACA1, the entry to process 
incoming MCBs, register 1 contains the 
address of the MCB containing the message. 
The system time is obtained, and the MeB 
and OPH are checked for conSistency. When 
the MCB is a cancellation for a WTOR mes
sage, the corresponding Reply Queue entry 
is erased; the MeB is converted to an 
action message (WTOA) which instructs the 
operator to ignore the specific WTOR mes
sage. For a high priority action message 
to the operator (WTOA), arrows are placed 
in front of the message text. At this 
point, the routine assigns a reply number 
for any message requiring a reply. The 
message length is calculated, and the rou
tine writes the message to SYSLOG. If a 
reply is expected {WTOR}. the routine com
pletes the Reply Queue Header and puts the 
MCB on the Reply Queue. Then, unless the 
message is WTL and the default value of 
STOPLOG is 'Y', the message is written to 
the terminal. Finally, unless a reply is 
expected (WTOR), the MCB storage is 
released. 

At CZACA3, the entry to process replies 
to WTOR requests, the reply number and tex
tare checked for validity, and the Reply 
Queue is scanned for a matching reply. The 
routine now dequeues the RQE, builds an 



MCB, and writes the reply to SYSLOG. The 
RQE storage is now freed. If the sending 
and receiving Task IDs are the same, lin
kage is set to CZACB3 (MOHR); otherwise, 
the reply is sent via VSEND. 

At CZACA4. the entry to prompt for over
due replies, the routine obtains the system 
time and calculates the time limit for each 
RQE. If the last prompt timfe is less than 
this time limit, the operator is prompted 
for a reply and the last-prompt time is 
updated to the current time. 

At entry CZACA5, the input parameters, 
including current system time, are moved 
into the header; subroutine CAWRLOG is 
called to write a message to the operator 
log. CAWRLOG writes t.he preceding record, 
via PUT. Then, it bui Ids the log entry 
header: text is moved into the buffer, to 
a maximum of 132 bytes, and wri tten to the 
log via PUT; additional 132-byte records 
are also writ_ten to completely transfer the 
text. When each quart:er - page is written. a 
type I T' close is performed on SYSLOG so 
that the log will be current should the 
system crash. 

In all cases. exit is made to the cal
ling program. 

Error Conditions: Diagnostic messages are 
issued for the following errors: 

At CZACA1: 

1. No text in the message. 

2. The reply code is non-zero. 

3. A reply is expected to a WTL message. 

4. A reply is indicated, but no reply 
code. 

5. A reply is expected, but no MEB 
address. 

6. The reply code is greater than the 
maximum. 

At CZACA3: 

1. There is no input. 

2. The user is not privileged to use the 
command. 

3. The reply number is invalid. 

4. The reply length is too great. 

5. No matching reply is found. 

System Control Block Usage: 
Data Control Block (CHADCB) 

Mes~-:;age Control Block (CHAMCB) 

Operator Header (CHAOPH) 

Reply Checking Table (CHARET) 

Reply Queue <CHARQE) 

System Activity and Resources Table 
<CHMiAR) 

System .Log (CHALOG) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

BATCH MONITOR GENERAl, OPERATIONS 

The Batch Monitor is invoked by the Main 
Operator Housekeeping Routine (MOHR) as a 
part ot the operator task during system 
startup. Batch Monitor and the operator 
task comprise t.ask 001. The Batch Monitor 
maintains a record of every nonconversa
tional task or job being execut.ed or awai t
ing execution. Each time a request to 
init.iai:e a nonconversational operation is 
received via external interrupt, a subpro
cessor of Batch Monitor enters the request 
in the batch work queue (BWQ) and sets an 
interrupt flag (see Figures 3 and 4). Aft
er all such interrupts have been processed, 
the .Batch Moni tor wi 11 attempt to initiate 
independent: nonconversational tasks and 
dispatch job requests to the BULKIO task. 

The entry remains in the BWQ until the 
task or job is finished. At that time, the 
LOGO!,'F command routine {or the BULKIO task} 
informs the Batch Monitor, and the entry 
for the task or job is deleted from the 
BWQ. Batch Monitor checks for waiting 
requests on each of its time slices. When 
no requests exist, Batch Monitor puts 
itself in the wait state. 

!3atch Monitor (CZABA) 

The Batch Monitor consists of subproces
sors with separate entry points to perform 
the following functions: 

• To initiate all nonconversational tasks 
and jobs, except those started by the 
BACK command routi ne; 

• To assign a batch sequence number (BSN) 
to each nonconversational operation; 

• 'To scan the work queue for initiation 
request.s from the BULKIO preprocessor. 
<See Chart. DD.) 
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Yes 

START 

Assign new 
iob to 
BULKIO Task 

Initiate new 
Job/task & write 
Batch Work /-IIIt------' 

Queue Entry 

Figure 3. Typical batch monitor operation 
during its time slice at entry 
point CZABAB 

Entry Points: 
CZABAl -- Entry point to the general con

trol processor of the Batch Monitor. 
This entry point is used at system 
startup to initialize the Batch Monitor 
for new tasks. 

CZABA2 -- Entry paint to the EXECUTE sub
processor to secure a batch sequence 
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number for the task and insert an entry 
into the BWQ. 

CZABA3 -- Entry point to th~ CANCEL subpro
cessor to cancel operations. 

CZABA4 -- Entry point to the BULKIO subpro
cessor to handle initiation requests 
from CZABD for PRINT, PUNCH, WT and RT 
ope ra ti ons. 

CZABA5 -- Entry point to the BACK subpro
cessor to assign a batch sequence number 
(BSN) to a background task and create an 
ART Table entry for it. 

NO 

ENTER BATCH 
MONITOR 

STORE REQUEST 
IN QUEUE AND 
GET BATCH SEQ 
NUMBER 

SEND BATCH 
SEQ NUMBER 
TO REQUESTING 
ROUTINE 

YES 

INITIATE NEW 
TASK AND 
ADJUST BATCH 
WORK QUEUE 
ENTRY 

RETURN 

Figure 4. Typical batch monitor during 
handling of a private I/O 
request 



CZABA6 -- Entry point to timer interrupt 
routine to scan BWQ for private print or 
punch task entries await.ing use of 
devices assigned to the BULKIO task. 

CZABA7 -- Entry point to the LOGOFF subpro
cessor to complete LOC~FF for a BUI~IO 
job or task. 

CZABA8 Entry point to the DIRECI' command 
processor. This allows BWQ output 
entries that are queued for RJE stations 
to be re-routed to other RJE stations or 
to an on-line printer. 

CZABA9 -- Entry pOint to the SHUTDOWN sub
processor to force an ABEND for each 
active task in the BWQ or ART Table. 

CZABAB -- Entry point to the Batch monitor 
processor. This entry is used to pro
cess the entries in the batch work queue 
(BWQ) and to initiat.e BULKIO operations 
and EXECUTE tasks. 

CZABAC Entry pOint for £OOAD. 

CZABAD Entry pOint to SYNAD exit. 

CZABAE Entry point from Batch Wait rou-
tine (CZABL). 

CZABAF -- A flag defined as an entry point 
to allow MOCP to set this interrupt flag 
to on. 

CZABLl -- Batch wait routine to put Batch 
Monitor into TWAIT state awaiting inter
rupt; a unique CSECT. 

CZABL2 -- An interrupt flaq defined as an 
entry point. 

CZABAQ -- Entry to BWQ DCB for EXHIBIT pro
cessing in main operator task. 

Modules Called: 
ADDCAT (CZCFA1) -- Creates a data set 

descriptor in the user's catalog. 

ALFNUM (CZAAC3P) -- validates parameter 
string. 

CLOSE (CZCLBC> -- Closes a data set. 

DDEF (CZAEA4) creates a JFCB in the TOT. 

DDEF (CZAEAS) Defines TSS*****.RJEACK 

DELCAT (CZCFD1) -- Removes a data set 
descriptor from the user's catalog. 

DELREC (CZCPH1) Deletes an entry from 
the BWQ data set. 

ERASE (CZAEJ3) -- Erases data sets. 

FIND (CJCOJ1) -- Fines Cl valid member in 
the acknowledgement data set. 

FINDDS (CZAEC1) -- Findc; BWQ JFCB. 

FREEMAIN (CZAHA3) -- Releases virtual 
storage. 

GATwR (CZATC1) -- Sends messages to the 
console. 

GETMAlN (CZCGA3) -- Gets virtuctl storage 
for t.he ART table. 

GETS BLOCK (CZCF'G4) 
descriptor. 

Updates sharing 

IJOCATE (CZCF'Ll) -- Locates a speclfied out
put. data set name. 

MOCP (CZACA4) -- Interrupts the Main Opera
tor Task. 

OBEY (CZASA1) Permi ts BWQ to all. 

OPEN (CZCLAO) Opens the BWQ data set. 

PROMPT (CZATJ1) -- Sends messages to the 
operator. 

QLE (CZCJQS) -- Enqueues an entry in the 
Task Monitor. 

READ (CZCPE1) -- Reads BWQ entries. 

REL (CZAFJ3) -- Releases the ACK data set. 

SARD Processor (CZAYE1) -- Gathers display 
data for EXHIBIT command. 

SHUTDOwN (CZACN3) -- Exits when all tasks 
have been shutdown. 

SIR (CZCJSA) - Specifies reentry to CZABA6 
by t.imer interrUpt. 

WRITE (CZCPE1) -- Writes entries to the BWQ 
data set. 

ExiLs: The batch monitor normally exits to 
the ta s k moni ~.or • Whe n shutdown is com
plete, the routine exits to SHUTDOWN. If a 
minor system error occurs, the routine 
indicates the error and attempts to con
tinue processing. 

Operation: The batch monitor, at CZABA1, 
is called by the main operator housekeeping 
routine (MOHR) as part of the Operator task 
at system startup, to initialize the batch 
monitor task. The batch monitor initiali
zation processor creates the active remote 
task (ART) table and performs a DDEF on the 
batch work queue (BWQ). After the batch 
monitor has been initialized, it sends a 
VSEND message to the operator, and returns 
to MOHR. 
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If the batch work queue already exi3ts, 
the initialization processor makes a pass 
through "lhe queue t.o initiate any tasks 
left remaining at shutdown. It erases 
unnecessary SYSIN and SYSOUT data sets, 
turns off in-service indicators, deletes 
unnecessary batch work queue entries and 
updates the batch work queue data set. 

At periodic intervals. the batch monitor 
proces~;or (CZABAB) checks for waiting 
reques ts t_o process ta s ks. These reques ts 
are indicated by an interrupt flag set by 
one of t_he rx:l tch monitor subprocessors each 
time a request to initiate a task is 
received by the subprocessor from a corr~and 

routine. The ~3ubprocessor will set the 
interrupt flag and return control to the 
task monitor. The task monitor will then 
call t_he batch monitor processor at CZABAB 
to initiate the task. 

If no interrupt has occurred, and all 
nonconversational tasks have been abended 
due to a shutdown, the batch monitor exits 
via a no-r·eturn call to SHUTDOWN. If, 
however, shut.down is not compleLed the 
batch monitor ret.urns to the wait state. 
Any interrupts occurring while shutdown is 
in progress will cause the batch monitor to 
return control to t.he ta"k monitor. 

The batch monitor processor (CZABAB) 
processes BWQ data set entries; it 
searches, sequentially, for jobs or tasks 
awaiting initiation. For BULKIO jobs, the 
type of entry is first determined (private 
or public). Public entries can be either 
pr int job" or punch jobs. For a fJUblic 
entry. the BULKCOMM Table's S-entry list is 
searched for a printer or punch device-type 
match to the BWQ entry. If found, the s
entry is completed from data in the BWQ. 
If no match is found, the BWQ entry remains 
enqueued; processing continues with the 
next. BWQ entry. 

Private device entries can be print, 
punch, read t.ape, or write tape jobs. For 
each privat:e entry a search is made through 
SDAT to det_ermine if the devices required 
by the pending t_ask are available. If so, 
they are reserved, a task is created, a "do 
not dismount the user's private volume" 
message is issued at the console, and a 
VSEND is execut_ed to the new task's extern
al interrupt processor to initiate that 
task. If devices are not available, the 
ent~ry remains enqueued; processing con
tinues with the next BWQ entry. Messages 
are issued at the console stating "BULKIO 
JOBS REQUIRING PRIVA'rE DEVICES 

.PRINTnnnn,PUNCHnnnn." 

If the specific BWQ entry is not a BUL
KIO type job, the Batch processing logic is 
called to determine if a TSI slot is avail
able and if t.he maximum number of tasks 
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(other than BACK) ha ve not been reached. 
If yes, it then sends a message via VSEND 
to the new task's external interrupt pro
cessor to initiate the task. If an entry 
can not be dispatched, it remains on the 
queue; proceSSing continues with the next 
BWQ entry. 

The following is a description of the 
various subprocessors which set interrupt 
flags to indicate that a request for task 
processing has been sent to the batch mon
itor from various command routines. 

The BULKIO Preprocessor (CZABD) either 
calls, or VSENDs to, the batch monitor at 
entry point CZABA4 (BULKIO subprocessor). 
At this entry pOint the subprocessor stores 
the request and the device codes in the 
batch work queue, assigns a BSN to the 
operation. and sends the batch sequence 
number to the BULKIO preprocessor. The 
subprocessor then set.s an interrupt flag 
indica ti ng to the ba tch monitor that a BUL
KIO operation is pending. 

The timer interrupt. processor (CZABA6) 
acts as an interrupt processor to perform a 
scan of the BWQ for private operation 
entries requiring devices assigned to the 
BULKIO task. The interrupt pending flag is 
set to notify the batch monitor to return 
from the TWAIT state. 

CZABA3 is the entry point for the inter
rupt processor handling requests from the 
CANCEL command routine. The subprocessor 
searches the batch work queue or the ART 
Table for the operation to be canceled. 
The cancel flag is set and a message is 
sent to CANCEL the active task. A message 
is then sent to the CANCEL command to reco
rd the command's acceptance. 

The execute subprocessor (CZABA2) 
accepts request.s from the EXECUT2 conunand 
routine. The subprocessor stores these 
requests in the BWQ, assigns d BSN to the 
task and VSENDs the BSN to the EXECUTE com
mand routine. This subprocessor also 
fields requests from the BULKIO task's 
input closeout routj_ne (CZAWV) to assign a 
BSN to a SYSIN command procedure detected 
during a card read operation except for an 
RJE request from BULKIO. In this case, the 
BSN is assigned by the BULKIO task. 

The background subprocessor <CZABAS) 
accepts requests from the BACK command rou
tine. The third-level TSI availability is 
determined, the requests are stored in the 
ART table, and a BSN is assigned to the 
task. A VSEND is t.hen made to the command 
routine recording the acceptance of the 
request. If the maximum number of tasks 
has been reached, the conunand routine is 
informed (via VSEND) that the request can
not be accepted. 



The LOGOFF subprocessor (CZABA7) accepts 
messages from tasks being ABENDed or need
ing to be logged off or from the BULKIO 
task to signal the end of a job. The ART 
table and BWQ are searched to locate the 
task requesting to be logged off. When 
located, the entry is removed from the ART 
table or deleted from the BWQ, unless the 
BULKIO task is being ABENDed. In this 
case, the BULKCOMM-init,ialized flag is set 
off, and the active task count iCc; 
decrement,ed. 

When a SYSIN data set is associat.ed with 
the task being deleted, the SYSIN data set 
is erased. 

'I'he DIRECT command processo r, CZABA8. is 
entered from the command analyzer and 
executor to process t.he operator' s DIREcr 
command which reroutes RJE output to either 
an on-line device o.r anot,her RJE device. 
The routine validates t.he first parameter 
and checks for d second. If the second 
parameter is present, it is validated. 
Following this, or if no second parameter 
was present, the rout~ine finds the BWQ 
entry for the device requested in parameter 
1, and either convert,s all output to on
line devices, or, if a specific device was 
mentioned, routes the output to that RJE 
station. Control is then returned to the 
calling program. 

The shutdown subprocessor (CZABA9) is 
the interrupt subprocessor to handle mes
sages from the SHUT1XlWN command routine. 
This subprocessor sets t,he task initiation 
inhibit flag. sets the shutdown flag in all 
in-service BWQ entries, and sends a message 
to all active tasks and to the BULKIO task, 
to force an ABEND. 

CZABL1, the Batch Monitor Wait routine, 
sets an ent"er code for SVC 121, and links 
to CZABAE. At this point, control ic; 
passed to ENTERO, within CZABAB, where an 
entry is put on the t.ask monitor privileged 
queue. If an interruption results, this 
process is repeated. 

CZABL2 is a direct link to SVC 229, Ule 
TWAIT processor. 

Error Conditions: Routine issues these 
minor system errors: 

ABEND 
SYSER Code Message Significance 
050202501 None SYNAD exit taken when 

050202502 

searching batch work 
queue following a GET; 
processing continues 
with another GET. 

None SYNAD exit taken after 
unsuccessful VISAM write 

050202503 

050202505 

050202514 

050202515 

050202828 

050202530 

with retrieval: proces
sing continues as if 
WRITE had been 
successful. 

None Pre Logon Abend prior to 
Optask/Batch Monitor 
ini tialization in start 
up. System will loop in 
CZABA PSECT after issu
ing RUN. 

None Invalid return code 
returned by the SIR 
macro instruction. 

None The BULKIO routine requ
est,inq task initiation 
did not set batch work 
queue field correctly. 

None An uncataloged data set 
tor a read tape t.ask has 
an incorrect tape 
operand and does not 
indicate 7, 9, or 7DE 
track. 

None LOCATE unable to return 
dat.a set descriptor 
level SBLOCK for this 
task. 

None ADDCAT could not com
plete addition to 
catalog. 

System Control Block Usage: 
Assign BULKIO Device DSECT <CHAABD) 

Ba t,ch Work Queue (CHABWQ> 

BULKCOMM S-EntJ:y (CHASET) 

BULKCOMM Table (CHABCT) 

Catalog Common Area {CHACDS> 

Catalog S-Block (CHACCC) 

Data Control Block (CBADCB) 

Device Available Table (CBAHED) 

Message Control Block (CBAMCB) 

Message Event Block (CHAMEB) 

Screen Routines Cornmon Area (CHASCA) 

Subqueue Entry (CHAVE) 

Subqueue Header (CHAAHD) 

Symbolic Device Allocat:ion Table (CHASDA) 

System Activity and Resource Table (CHASAR) 
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System Common (CHASCM) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

Task Data Definition Table (CHATDT) 

Task Status Index (CHATSI) 
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The BULKIO preprocessor directs some 
nonconversational processing in TSS/360, by 
assisting the batch monitor in implementing 
the WT, PU, and PR macros and the WT, 
PUNCH, RT, and PRINT command routines. 

GENERAL OPERATIONS 

The BULKIO preprocessor receives all 
requests for card pUnching, printing, tape 
reading, and tape writing from the command 
routines PRINT, PUNCH, RT, and WT, and from 
the PR, PU, and WT macro instructions via 
type-I linkage. It. validates each response 
and passes it on to the Batch Monitor (see 
Figure 5). The preprocessor also processes 
the DATE SET control card, which marks the 
start of a data set read in by input ser
vice from a high-speed card reader. The 
Command Analyzer and Executor calls BULKIO 
preprocessor when a PUNCH, PRINT, RT, or WT 
command is encountered. 

Enter BULK10 
Preprocessor 

SCAN 
Validate 
parameter 
string 

Call Batch 
Monitor to 
Request BWO 
assignment 

Get Bate;:] 
Sequence No. 
from Batch 
Mon itor 

MSGWR 
Issue Accept Msg 
with BSN No. if 
command entry 

Return 

Figure 5. BULKIO preprocessor operational 
flow diagram 

SECTION 3: BULKIO PREPROCESSOR 

BULKIO PreprocessC?.E-( CZABD) 

The BULKIO preprocessor processes RT, 
WT, PRINT, and PUNCH commands and the WT, 
PR, and PU macro instructions, and vali
dates DATASET cards. If the parameters are 
spec.i£ if?d correctly. a request message is 
createn and passed to the Batch Monitor to 
initiate a nonconversational operation. 
(See Chart: EE.) 

The BULKIO preprocessor has eight entry 
pOints: one to each executive routine used 
to process commands; three secondary entry 
points t.o the PR, PU and WT executive rou
tines t.O process the macro expansion; and 
an ent.ry point t.O an executive routine to 
process parameters on a DATASET card 
(except for the user identification). 

Entry Points: 
CZABDl To DA'I'ASET executive routine. 

CZABD2 l"or RT command routine. 

CZABD3 For PR macro instruction. 

CZABD4 For PRINT command routine. 

CZABD6 For PUNCH command routine. 

CZABD7 For PU macro instruction. 

CZABD8 For WT command routine. 

CZABD9 For WT macro instruction. 

CZABDA For RJE SYNAn. 

CZABDB For ruE EODAD. 

Modules Called: 
ABEND (CZACPl> -- Terminates the conversa

tional or nonconversational user task. 

Batch Monitor (CZABA4) -- Sends request 
message to the Batch Monitor and awaits 
reply when requesting user task is SYS
OPERO, TASKID=OOOl. 

CATALOG (CZAEI2) -- Temporarily catalogs a 
non-VAM data set for erasre, if 
requested. after task completion. 

CHEKDS (CZAAC2) Validates dsname. 

CHKNUM (CZAACS) Checks for a valid num-
eric value and converts to binary. 

CLOSE <CZCLBC) -- Closes ACK data set. 

DDEl" (CZAEAS) -- Defines TSS*****.RJEACK. 
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FIND (CZCOJ1) -- Finds valid RJE station 
ID. 

FINDDS (CZAEC1) -- Finds a JFCB or creates 
one. 

LOCATE (CZCFL1) -- Locates a catalog entry 
{two calls}. 

MSGWR (CZAAD2) -- Sends message to SYSOUT 
(three calls). 

NEXTPAR (CZAAC1) -- Gets next parameter and 
the subsequent delimiter. 

OPEN (CZCLAO) -- Opens ACK data set. 

PRMPT (CZATJ1) -- Issues error messages. 

READ (CZCPE) -- Reads RJE station ID. 

RELEASE (CZAFJ3) -- Releases JFCB for unca
taloged data set and for cataloged priv
ate volume data sets used by RT, PRINT, 
PUNCH. and WT (CZABF, CZABG. CZABH. 
CZABI> . 

VSENDR (CZABQ1) -- Sends request message to 
the Batch Monitor and awaits reply, only 
if requesting user task is not SYSOPERO 
(TASKID=OOOl) • 

Operation: The BULKIO Preprocessor con
sists of executive routines (DATASET, RT. 
PRINT, PUNCH, and WT); some cornmon proces
sing subroutines; and several parameter 
processing routines, one for each parameter 
possible in the commands. These parameter 
processing routines may be used for similar 
parameters from different macro instruc
tions and commands. 

Each executive routine builds and sends 
to the batch monitor a message containing 
the message code, batch monitor taskid, 
BULKIO preprocessor taskid, activity code, 
userid, password, charge number and asso
ciated parameters for the particular com
mand. After receiving the reply message 
from the batch monitor, the BULKIO prepro
cessor issues a command acceptance message, 
giving the batch sequence number assigned 
by the batch monitoL, and returns to the 
calling routine. 

The executive routine performs house
keeping and parameter checking for the com
mands. At each entry point the cornmon pro
cessing subroutine INITL is called to 
initialize the routine. For each paramet
er, any necessary flags and switches are 
set, and CNPAR, the common processing rou
tine, is called. CNPAR processes the 
appropriate parameter and returns control 
to the executive routine. 

If the parameter has been defaulted or 
must be prompted for, CNPAR will return a 
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code to the executive routine indicating 
this. The executive routine then calls 
CNPAR at its second entry j,oint, CPPAR, to 
either prompt for the parameter or insert 
the default parameter. 

Error Conditions: The BULKIO Preprocessor 
issues these minor system error codes for 
SYSER: 

SYSER Code ABEND Message Significance 
050202801 INVALID OR Invalid tape 

UNEXPECTED RET type in system 
CODE FROM A cornmon. 
CALLED ROUT INE 

050202812 Same as above Invalid return 
code from LOCATE. 

050202813 Same as above Invalid return 
code from CHEKDS. 

050202814 Same as above Invalid return 
code from FINDDS. 

050202816 Same as above Invalid return 
code from VSENDR. 

050202817 INVALID OR Invalid return 
UNEXPECTED RET code from MSGWR 
CODE FROM A (when no 
CALLED ROUTINE response was 

expected by 
the user). 

050202818 Same as above Invalid return 
code from CHKNUM, 

050202819 Same as above Invalid return 
code from MSGWR 
(when a response 
was expected by 
the user). 

050202820 Same as above Invalid return 
code from NEXTPA. 

System Control Block Usage: 
Batch Work Queue (CHABWQ) 

Catalog S-Block (CHACCC) 

Data Control Block (CHADCB) 

Interrupt Storage Area (CHAISA) 

RJE Station Entry (CHASTA) 

System Common (CHASCM) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

Task Data Definition Table (CHATDT) 

User Table (CHAUSE) 



The BULKIO task (TASKID=002) accomp
lishes nonconversational input/output 
operations on public unit record devices 
and is responsible for printing from, 
punching from, and reading cards into sys
tem public disk storage {VSAIYJ and VISAM 
only} • BULKIO is created, at system start
up, if the operator assiqns system devices 
(printers, punches, or readers). Once 
created, BULKIO remains active in the 
system. 

If the operator does not create t~he BUL
KIO task at startup, he may create it later 
with the ASNBD (Assign Bulkio I/O Devices) 
command. ASNBD assigns devices to, and 
creates, the BULKIO ta~;k. Once assigned, 
the device is allocated to BULKI0 until it 
is deleted (by ASNBD), system shut.down 
occurs, or the task is abnormally ter
minated (ABEND). 

Remote Job Bnt.r'l (R,}t;) lei an extension 
of the BULK I/O task whi('p allows reading 
cards from, and printing dat a to an R,JE 
device using the MSAM modules for physieal 
I/O. 

The BULKIO task and the batch monitor 
(in task 001) share the BULKCOt'lM table 
(CHABCT). An active table ent-ry (CHASET) 
describes the current status of an dssigned 
device, including control information for 
MSAM. The Bulk I/O performance table 
(CHABPT) is used to establish appropriate 
cycle times based on the speed of t,he 
active devices assigned to task 002. 

To distinguish individual operations 
performed by BULKIO from the continuous 
BULKIO task, an individual operation is 
termed a "job." While a job is assiqned to 
BULKIO. the S-entry in the BOLKCOMM table 
also contains all control and status infor
mation for the job. 

• Notice that the BULKIO task encompasses 
public I/O jobs on unit record devices. 
Private I/O requests become independent 
nonconversational tasks, initiated by 
the Batch Monitor and are completely 
independent of the BULKIO task. 

• Output jon assignment to BULKIO is done 
by the Batch Monitor. After Batch Mon
itor SCd:1S the BWQ and ascertains a 
public request, the information is 
transferred to the proper entry in 
BULKCOMM. 

• Input jobs (card reader) to BULKIO are 
not put into the BWQ. No cOllunand requ-
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est is necessary. The system operator 
manually perfonns a not-ready-to-ready 
operat.ion on the card reader. The BUL
KIa Input Service routine fields the 
asynchronous interrupt and reads in the 
cards. Card input data sets are put on 
puhlic storage; command strings are 
assigned a SYSIN sequence number by the 
BULKIO task and recorded in a BWQ entry 
for lator nonconversational execution. 

BULKIO is a multiprogramming task. Dur
ing its time slice, a dispatcher routine, 
Master service, scans t.he S-entries in BUL
KCOMM and dispatches to t:he input and out
put service routines. 

Each service rout:ine fills (PRINT, 
PUNCH) or empt.ies (read cards) the data 
tuf f ers prov idee1 by l£AM. tJiSAM subsequent-
ly empt.ies (PRINT, PUNCH) or fills (read 
cards) the buffers while the next job entry 
is being serviced by BULKIO. 

'l'he BUI.KIO task is cyclic: When it has 
provided work for all its active unit reco
rd andRJE. devices, it beconles dormant 
(enters a wait state) until one of its 
devices is ready for more work. 

BlJLKIO has its own recovery routine for 
abnormal termination attempts. Most cornman 
error conditions can be recovered from, 
leaving the BULKIO task actively running 
and deleting the faulty device and its job. 
Seriou~; E!rrOr conditions cause the task to 
be delet:ed. but~ tIle operator can recreate 
it with an ASNBD command. The BULKIO Task 
contains the followi ng mOOules: 

ABEfiD Recovery (CZAWA) 

At.tend Alert Routine (CZAWU) 

Control Rout.ine (CZAWT) 

Init.ialization Routine (CZAWS) 

Input Closeout Routine (CZAWV) 

Input: Service (CZAWZ) 

Input Start: (CZAWX) 

Master: Service (CZAWW) 

Message Handler Rout.ine (CZAWM) 

Output Service (CZAWY) 
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BULKIO I~itialization Routine (CZAWS) 

'fhis routine initializes the BULKIO task 
upon receipt of the first ASNBD VSEND from 
the operator task. Thereafter, it pro
cesses subsequent ASNBDs by adding or 
deleting unit record devices from the BUL
KIO task in response to the ASNBD command. 
It can also be called by BULKIO ABEND reco
very (CZAWA) to dynamically add a device 
which was deleted by an MSAM ABEND. CZAWS 
also receives wake-up VSENDs from batch 
monitor to BULKIO. (See Chart FF.) 

Entry Points: 
CZAWSl -- Entered from ASNBD and wake-up 

VSENDs. 

CZAWS2 ASNBD message area. 

CZAWS3 Entered by ABEND recovery (CZAWA) 
to add deleted device. 

CZAWS4 -- Entered to clean up if CZAWS 
abnormally terminates via ABEND. 

CZAWS5 First RJE S-entry. 

CZAWS6 Message length for ASNBD 
confirmation. 

Modules Called: 
BMSG (CZAWMl) Writes messages to 

operator. 

CLOSE (CZCLBC) -- Closes device DCB. 

DDEF (CZAEA4) -- Defines MSAM device. 

ERASE (CZAEJ3) -- Erases ACK data set. 

FIND (CZCOJ1) -- Finds valid ACK me..mber. 

FREEMAIN (CZCHA3) -- Releases storage used 
for input MeB. 

Input Closeout (CZAWV1) Releases reader, 
deletes S-entry. cleans up job in 
progress. 

OPEN (CZCLAO) -- Initializes MSAM data set. 

QLE (CZAJQS) -- Queues on Task Monitor. 

RELEASE (CZAFJ3) -- Returns MSAM device for 
ASNBD delete or aborted ASNBD add. 

SIR (cZcaSA} -- Specifies interrupt rou
tines for CZAWT's VSEND to itself and 
for asynchronous interrupts from 
readers. 

VMTI-2 (CZATD2) 
initialization. 

Performs system task 

Exits: This routine normally returns to 
the caller. If a SIR cannot be done for 
CZAWT's VSEND to itself, SYSER 052702601 is 
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issued and CZAWAl is called for a terminal 
ABEND. If CZAWS abnormally terminates in 
such a way that recovery c,.n be made, CZAWA 
calls CZAWS3 to clean up and return to the 
original caller. 

Operation: When CZAWS initializes the BUL
KIa task, it does the following: indicates 
to the system that this task has special 
purpose ABEND and DDEF handling require
ments; calls CZATD (VMTI-2) to perform sys
temtask initialization; and SIRs the ICB 
for CZAWTs VSEND to itself. 

An ASNBD VSEND can either designate a 
series of adds and deletes, or can be a 
de fa ult ASNBD indicati ng that all available 
non-RJE unit record devices are to be 
acquired for the BULKIO task. For the non
default case, each device request is 
handled individually -- errors detected on 
one request usually do not affect those 
following. 

For an add, BULKCOMM is searched to 
ensure that the requested device does not 
already belong to BULKIO. An empty S-entry 
slot is found in the course of the search 
and an MSAM DCB is built there; the device 
is defined and the DCB opened. In the case 
of a reader, an ICB for asynchronous inter
rupts is built and a SIR is issued. For an 
RJE device, two S-entry slots are found, 
and two S-entries are built. 

For a delete, BULKCOMM is searched to 
make certain the BULKIO owns the device. 
If the S-entry is not currently assigned, a 
RELEASE is done and the S-entry is marked 
deleted. If the S-entry is assigned for 
output entries, flags are set such that 
Output Service (CZAWY) will delet.e the 
device on completion of normal BULKIO pro
cessing. If the output device is an RJE 
station, and it is printing Acknowledgement 
Data Sets (ACK), then the device will not 
be deleted. For input entries, Input Clo
seout (CZAWY) is called immediately to 
delete the device and clean up the current 
job if there is one; the S-entry is marked 
deleted. For an RJE device, both S-entries 
are deleted. 

For the default case, the available 
device tables (CHAHED, CHAAHD, CBAAVE) are 
used to index into the SDAT where a search 
is made for available unit record devices. 
An available device is set unavailable and 
then added as if originally an ASNBD add 
had been requested for it. 

When the ASNBD VSEND has been processed, 
a message is sent to the operator indicat
ing which ASNBDs were successful, and giv
ing the associated S-entry numbers; a wake
up VSEND is then sent to the Batch Monitor. 
A QLE to Control (CZAWT) is done if this 



was the first ASNBD (that is, BULKIO was 
just initialized). 

System Control Block Usage: 
ASNBD Entry (CHAABD) 

Availability Table Header (CHAHED) 

Batch Work Queue (CHABWCI) 

BULKCOMM (CHABCT) 

Bulk I/O Performance Table (CHABPT) 

Data Control Block (CHADCB) 

DCB Header (CHADHD) 

Interrupt Storage Area (CHAISA) 

Message Control Block (CRAMCB) 

S-entry <CHASEr) 

Symbolic Device Table Ent.ry (CHASDA) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

Task Data Definition Table (CHATDT) 

Task Status Index (CHATSr> 

BULKIO Control Routine (CZAWT) 

This routine determines the manner and 
frequency of cycling of the BULKIO task. 
It also gathers statistics on timing for 
this task. (See Chart GG.) 

Entry Points: 
CZAWTl -- Main entry point; entered because 

of QLE from CZAWS during initialization 
or because of VSEND to CZAWT by CZAWT. 

CZAWT2 -- ICB for VSEND to self; SIR from 
CZAWS. 

Modules Called: 
BULKIO ABEND Recovery (CZAWA1) -- Is called 

following a SYSER when the hardware 
timer cannot be initialized via SIR. 

Master Service (CZAWW1) -- Cycles through 
S-entries to dispatch input/output. 

Exits: The routine normally exits to the 
task monitor. If unable to initialize (via 
SIR) the timer, a SYSER 052702701, and a 
call to CZAWAl for BULKIO terminal ABEND, 
are made. 

Operation: The BULKIO t.ask can operate in 
either of two modes: interrupt-driven 
(CHBBIO='08') or timer-driven (CHBBIO= 
·OO'}. During either mode, an external 
interrupt from the operator task or an 
asynchronous interrupt from a device 

assigned to BULKIO will initiate a BULKIO 
cycle. 

for timer-driven mode, BULKIO uses the 
BULKIO Perio.nnance 'I'able (C.liBBPT) to deter
mine when its fasT.est. active device .. i11 be 
ready jor more work. CZAWT then issues a 
SIR macro inst.ruction which sets t.he timer 
for Ute appropriate interval so that BULKIO 
can awaken in time t.o keep all of its 
active devices busy_ 

.For· interrupt-driven mode. synchronous 
interrupts frarn the BULKIO devices are 
enabled. However, the supervisor will not 
awaken BULKIO for a synchronous interrupt 
unI (':;ss the inter-rupt is f or the last cur
rently ontstandin'.:j I/O rf:''quest for a BULKIO 
device. Wh~~n awakened. BULKIO returns to 
the task monitor so that all previously 
queued int~errupt.s can be processed. The 
last. one t~bat. L; p.rocessed is the QLE by 
CZAW'T to i tsel.f . 

When CZAWT is reent.ered, timing statis
tics ar:e collect.ed and Master Service is 
called t:o cycle through the S-entries. On 
ret:urn. if no S-enT_ries are active, or if 
BULKIO is in interrupt.-driven mode, all 
int.e.rTupt~3 ar'e enabled and a TWAIT macro 
instruction is issued. If BULKIO is in 
timer-drillen mode, the real time used dur
in9 this cycle is calculated. If this time 
exceeds the BULKIO base time (BCTTIM), 
int.errupts are enabled and a VSEND is 
issued to resume proceSSing. If the base 
time has been exceeded, all but synchronous 
interrupt.s are enabled, the remaining time 
is ent.ered (by issuing SIR) into the timer, 
and a TWAIT is issued. Thus, in timer-
dri vert mode BUJJKIO cycles only once per 
base t.ime, unless an external or asynch
rODom; interrupt causes it to awaken 
earlier. 

Note: The system default. for BULKIO is 
int.errupt.-driven mode because BULKIO usual
ly cycles most efficiently in this mode. 
However, an inst.allation may wish to run 
BULKIO in t.imer-driven mode in order to 
maximize throuqhput time at t.he expense of 
qeneral system performance or, conversely, 
to maximize user response time at the 
expense of slowed operation of unit record 
devices. 'I'o operate BULKIO in timer-driven 
mode, the installation must set CHBBIO 
X'OO' and adjust BCTDEF and CHBBPT as 
required. 

Sy~tem control Block Usage: 
BlJLKCOMM (CHABCT) 

BULKIO Master Service (CZAWW) 

This routine is the S-entry scanner/ 
dispat.cher f or the BULKIO task. (See Chart 
HH. ) 
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Entry Points: 
CZAWWl Main entry, from CZAWT. 

CZAWW2 f'rom CZAWA to continue after 
ABEND. 

CZAWW6 Normal return from CZAWU. 

CZAWW9 From CZAWY and CZAWZ as normal 
ret.urn. 

CZAWWA -- From CZAWU as error and bypass
of-dispatching return. 

Modules Called: 
ABEND Recovery (CZAWAl) -- Abnormally ter

minates the task via ABEND for certain 
error conditions. 

ACK Da ta Set dandIer (CZAWN2) -- Writes ACK 
data set message t.o RJE station 10. 

Attend Alert (CZAWU1) -- Is called if the 
S-entry alert flag, SETarB, is on for 
initialization of a new print or punch 
from pub.lic VAM job, fox ("hanging cur
rent. access position witLin ,lat.ii set, 
for changing MSAM device opi:lon::;, or for 
request to complete these operations. 

BMSG (CZAWMl) -- Sends messages to devices. 

Input Closeout {CZAWV1} -- Deletes an 
S-entry. 

Input Service (CZAWZl) -- Is called if a 
read cards job is assigned to current 
S-entry and its card reader. 

Input Service (CZAWZ3) -- Disconm:'cts a 
device. 

output Service (CZAWYl) -- Is called if 
print or punch from public VAM job is 
assigned t.o the current S-entry with 
device. 

Exits: BULKIO Mast:er Service normally 
returns to 'l'ask Contro.l (CZAWT). 

Operat.ion: The routine scans the BULKCOMM 
Table (CHABCT) in ascending order for all 
full S-enlries. Excet>t for the infrequent 
calls to CZAWU described above, CZAWW dis
patches control to t.he input or output ser
vice routine, and, upon return, attempts 
toget service for the next higher waiting 
S-entry. When the upper limit is neached. 
a type-I return is executed back to CZAWT. 

This same logic processes RJE device 
S-entries except when: 1) an RJE reader 
S-e-Dtry indicates t.hat the line must be 
enabled for dial-up; 2) an RJE printer s
entry calls for printing t.he Acknowledgment 
Data Set messages to the RJE station 10. 
To enable the line, RJELC (SVC 232) enables 
the line for dial-up; a message is issued 
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to indicate that the line is ready for 
dial-up; the original CZAWW logic is 
entered as for any device. ['hen t.he ACKs 
are printed, CZAWN2 is called to perform 
the printing; control returns, within 
CZAWW, to process the next S-entry. 

There are no messages or system errors 
from CZAWW. 

System Control Block Usage: 
BULKCOMM Table (CHABCT) 

S-entry (CHASET) 

BULKIO Attend Alert Routine (CZAWU) 

This routine performs operations on out
put' jobs. (See Chart II.) 

Entry Points: 
CZAWUl Normal entry. 

CZAWU2 EODAD entry. 

CZAWU3 SYNAD entry. 

CZAWU4 ABEND entry. 

Modules Called: 
CLOSE (CZCLBC) 

DCB. 
Closes printer or punch 

DDEI" (CZAEAS) -- Defines user's public VAM 
data set. 

FINISH (CZCMH1) -- Semi-closes printer or 
punch DCB. 

GET (CZCPB) 
set. 

Retrieves record from data 

INTINQ (CZCJIA) -- Hastens passing of 
printer or punch asynchronous interrupt 
to CZCMD2. 

Message Hand.ler (CZAWM) -- Writes messages 
to operator. 

OPEN (CZCLAO) -- Opens BULKIO's DCB for 
user VAM data set to be printed or 
punched; opens MSAM printer or punch 
device DCB. 

PAIR (CZACS1) -- Prevents SDAT from being 
locked if ABEND occurs. 

PAIR (CZACS2) -- Is called when danger of 
locking SDAT is over. 

SETL (CZCOT) Positions to start of data 
set. 

SETUR (CZCMDl) -- Sets up printer or punch 
for a job. 

Exits: Routine exits to Master Service 
(CZAWW) • 



Operation: This routine performs several 
functions for the public VAM BULKIO task. 
CZAWU is u:3ed for output (t,rinting and 
punching> from public VAM only, and does 
the following for normal initialization of 
each output job: 

• It validates the BULKlo-requester's 
userid via RCR OPEN (an error return 
from RCR OPEN caUSES Lhe job to be 
aborted) • 

• It defines the user's public VAM data 
set (an error return from DDEF will 
abort the job). 

• It issues an RCP OPEN ma.cro instruction 
to validate the user and to set up 
accoWlting for job resources. 

• It opens the VAM DCB • Sl'.:TDDC· in the 
applicable BULKIO ~~-entry thdt is used 
for accessing tn~ user's data set. For 
an R.JE job, it adjrmts the record 
lengt.h in the MShM DCB to fille (5) 
greater t.han t.he record lengtch of a VAM 
DCB. 

• It writes a 'CZAHU' message to t.ho2 
operator, informing him of an output 
job starting, with BSN, device SDA, and 
fully qualified dsname. 

• It issues an MSAM SETUR macro instruc
tion to set up the output. printer or 
punch. 

• It then returns t:o CZAWW, BULKIO Master 
Service Dispatcher, and will probably 
be called repetitively to reissue the 
MSAM SETUR macro instructi on until t.he 
return code changes from 4 to O. 

CZAWU has the facillty to do job
oriented operations only via pes 'SET' sta
tements, or by installation-written command 
procedures, from the system operator into 
the applicable S-entry. During initializa
tion of a new job as described above, 
between 'SETUR' and ret.urn to CZAWW, it 
will start. an output of a VISAM line data 
set from the key specified in tile • SETETL' 
field, if that field is non-zero (EBCD); or 
output of a VSAM data !:;et from tbe relative 
record number whose pO!3itive binary value 
is in the 'SETMOV' field. A negative value 
is illegal at this time since the current 
record access ed before any • GETS' is t:he 
first record in the data set. 

After a job has been started and par
tially printed or punched, CZAWU will, if 
the alert flag 'SETOTB' is on: 

1. Skip output of undesired VISAM line 
records and resume printing or punch
ing from the record whose key is in 

the • SETETL' field L: the • SETPNT' 
flag is also on. 

2. ~;kjp output: of w1desired VSAM records 
and resumeprinti n9 or punching from 
the reiative record number whose posi
t:ive or negat.ive binary value is in 

he 'SETMOV' field if the 'SETAMT" 
f lug is al.!,o on. 

3. Rest:.art the printing or punching from 
t.he beginning of the user's data set 
if the ·SETRES· flaq is also on. 

4. stop t.he print.i rig or punching if the 
'SE'J'TOP' flag is also on. 

5. ~; et t.hf' M::::]\.f.-l inhi bi t-message option by 
on the pr inter or punch 

• DCBINHMS' flag if the 'SETINH' flag 
i:..~ dIsCi on. 

(,. TUED oifthe MS}\M illhibit.-·message 
option by clearing t.he printer or 
punch 'DCBINHMS' f lag if t:he • SETINH' 
flag is also off, providing it was set 
on at some previous time. 

7. Set: tt1€ MSAM combine-reader-and-punch 
option by set.t.ing on the reader 
'DCBCOMBl' flag if the 'SETPUN' flag 
is also on .. 

8. Turn off t.he MSAM combine-reader-and
punch opt:ion by clearing the reader 
'DcnCoMBI' flag if the • SETPUN , flag 
is also off, providing it was set on 
at. some previous time. 

9. Change the number of printer or punch 
data buffer.s used by MSAM in 'SDAMRB' 
to the binary value set into the 'SET
nup' field if the 'SETCBU' flag is 
also on. 

10. Change the print.er spacing to the 
E;nCDIC valne set into the • SETPRS' 
field if t:he • SE.--r'XPS· flag is also on. 
(CZAWY act.nally changes the DCB, CZAWU 
recognizes the operator's request, 
finishes t.he r-'SAM DCB, and notifies 
CZAWY. ) 

The reason for alerting (calling) CZAWU 
must be an accompanying condition such as a 
new job, an S-entry flag in the SETFL1 to 
SETFL4 byte~:;. or one of these flags plus a 
va~ue set int.o d s-entry field by the sys
tem operator. The reason for the alerting 
of CZAWU is determined in CZAWU itself; 
CZAWW recognizes only the alert flag, not 
the alert intent ion. 

BULKIQ Input_ Start (CZAWX). 

This r'out:ine performs the initialization 
requirement.s for a read cards job. (See 
Chart oJJ.) 
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Entry Points: 
CZAWXl -- Fields asynchronous interrupts, 

DIRsthe ICB, and calls CZAWZl to requ
est task initiation. 

CZAWX2 -- From CZAWZ to perform initializa
tion service for new read cards job. 

CZAWX3 -- Simulated asynchronous entry used 
by CZAWA to delete the ICB and to return 
to Master Service or Task Monitor. 

CZAWX4 -- Provides direct return to task 
monitor. 

Modules Called: 
ABEND Recovery (CZAWA) -- Is called for an 

illegal or bad return code from DIR. 

BMSG (CZAWM) -- Sends messages to operator. 

BULKIO Preprocessor (CZABD) -- Validates 
the parameters on the DATASET card. 

CLOSE (CZALB) -- Closes the DCB for a non
unique data set. 

DDEF (CZAEAS) -- Creates a JFCB associated 
with the DCB for the data set. 

DIR (CZCJDA) -- Deletes the Interrupt Con
trol Block (ICB). 

Input Closeout (CZAWV) 
ly created data set. 

Erases a partial-

Input Service (CZAWZ1) Reads cards. 

Master Service (CZAWW) Is called if an 
ABEND occurs in a read cards operation. 

OPEN (CZCLAO) -- Opens DCB for output. 

RELEASE (CZAFJ3) -- Releases the JFCB for a 
non-unique data set. 

Exits: BUUIO Input Starter normally exits 
to the caller. If an invalid return code 
is received from DIR, BULKIO will be ter
minated by a call to CZAWA. The following 
messages may be issued before return: 
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MSGl DSN=UID******.+l to 35 CHAR DSNAME 

MSG2 SDA=XXXX Nor ASSIGNABLE. JOB 
TERMINATED 

MSG4 DIR RC=XXXX SDA=XXXX. READ CARDS 
ABORTED. 

MSG5 SDA Nor ASSIGNABLE. JOB TERMINATED 

MSG6 Uln=XXXXXXXX Nor ALLOWED BATCH WORK 

MSG1 DDEF RC=XXXX MSGID=XXXX 

MSG8 CZABD RC=XXXX 

MSG9 UID=XXXXXXXX INVALID. RCR XXXXX 
ERROR 

MSGI0 NO USERID 

MSG14 DSNAME NOT UNIQUE.DSN=UID****.(+l 
to 35 CHAR DSNAME) 

Operation: Input start performs the 
initialization requirements for a read
cards job. It has both synchronous and 
asynchronous entry points. An entry at 
this routine's asynchronous entry point is 
a signal that a batch task is being 
initiated. The first function performed is 
to establish the address of the S-entry for 
this device and store it. in the BULKCOMM 
table for use by CZAWZ (Input Service). 
Following this, a DIR is performed against 
the device. This disables all interrupts 
from this device until a SIR is performed. 
If DIR returns a code other than 0 or C, a 
diagnostic is sent to the operator and the 
BULKIO ABEND module is invoked to remove 
the BUUIO task from the system. Next, the 
number of active S-entries count is incre
mented by one. Flags used by CZAWZ are 
initialized and the Read Cards module 
(CZAWZ) is called. Upon return, CZAWX 
returns to the Task Monitor. 

For an RJE entry, the routine validates 
the S-entry pair for the device, and the 
interruption; and invalid interruption 
causes the deletion of the S-entry, and a 
message to the operator. The device is 
marked available. If, at this point, it is 
determined that the interruption shows a 
loop caused by a return code of X'4' from 
the GET macro instruction, output to the 
device is halted. the count of active s
entries is incremented, and return is made 
to the caller. If the loop did not occur, 
MSAM posting is called, and return is made 
to the caller. 

When CZAWZ encounters a LOGON card, it 
calls the synchronous entry point of CZAWX 
for task initialization. CZAWXl will 
determine if a SYSIN, DATASET, or EXPRESS 
is requested and perform the following: 

For SYSIN: 

1. Validate the userid via the 'RCR OPEN' 
macro; 

2. Set start byte to 1, stop byte to 80, 
EBCDIC flag on, END option flag on; 

3. Generate a unique dsname=userid**. 
SYSlxxxx where xxxx is a number from 
0000 to 9999; 

4. Define a VSAM data set and open its 
associated DCB. 
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For EXPRESS BATCH: Determine if the VAM 
DCB is open. If it is: 

1. Validate the user via RCR OPEN~ 

2. Return to the caller. 

If it is not: 

1. Set the start byte to 1, stop byte to 
80, EBCDIC flag on, END flag on; 

2. Generate a unique DSNAME=SYSOPERO. 
SYSIXXXX, where XXXX is a number from 
0000 to 9999; 

3. DDEF for a VSAM data set card and open 
its associated DCB • 

For DATASET: 

1. Validate the userid (via RCR OPEN); 

2. Call CZABD (BULKIO Preprocessor) to 
validate the paran~ters on the DATASET 
card; 

3. If the replace option is specified, 
check to see if there is an old ver
sion of the data set, and if so, erase 
it~ 

4. Define VSAM or VISAM data sets, 
depending upon the option specified by 
user, and open the DCB for the data 
set. 

After the data set has been opened, the 
JFCB associated with this data set is 
checked to determine whether the disposi
tion is old or new. When the disposition 
is new, processing continues. If the dis
poSition is old, the following steps are 
performed: 

For SYSIN and EXPRESS: 

1. Close the DCB and release the JFCB for 
the data set; 

2. Increment the DSNAME by 1; 

3. Issue DDEF and OPEN again; 

4. If after 5 such attempts the aisposi
tion remains old, a diagnostic is 
issued and the job is flushed through 
the card reader. 

For DATASET: 

1. close the DCB and release the JFCB for 
the data set; 

2. Issue a diagnostic; 

3. Move the input to the next 
LOGON/DATASET. 

System control Block Usaqe~ 
Active User List (CHAAUL) 

BULKCOMM (CHABCT) 

Communications Area (CHACOM) 

Data Control Block (CHADCB) 

DCB Header (CHADHD) 

Interrupt Control Block (CHAICB) 

Interrupt Storage Area (CHAISA) 

S-entry (CHASET) 

Shared Dataset Member (CHASDM) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

Task Definition Table (CHATDT) 

Task Status Index (CHATSI) 

User Table (CHAUSE) 

BULKIO Input Service (CZAWZ) 

This routine is called by Master Service 
(CZAWW) or Input Start (CZAWX) to build a 
SYSIN for execution in the background, or 
to build a VSAM or VISAM data set. (See 
Chart KK.) 

Entry Points: 
CZAWZ1 -- Main entry point~ from Master 

Service or Input Start after receiving 
asynchronous interrupt from card reader. 

CZAWZ2 -- SYNAD for VISAM PUT to issue an 
error message and to terminate the job 
in progress. 

CZAWZ3 -- Disconnect RJE line. 

Modules Called: 
BULKIO Message File (CZAWM1), via BMSG 

macro -- Writes messages to the 
operator. 

BULKIO Recovery (CZAWA) -- Abnormally ter
minates BULKIO task via ABEND~ called if 
an invalid S-entry is detected or if a 
nonzero return code is received from 
SIR. 

EXHIBIT Processor (CZAYF1) -- For 
- •• STATUS· control card. 

FINISH (CZCMH) -- Zeros the MSAM device 
buffers. 

FINISH (MSAM) -- Results follow: 
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Return 
Code 

o 

8 

Significance 
successful 

incomplete 

error 

Action 
Processing continues. 

Test for pending 
interrupt; if one 
exists, return to 
caller; otherwise, 
link to CZAJIA to ser
vice interrupt; then 
return. 

If error is permanent, 
abort job in progress 
and delete job; other
wise reissue FINISH, 
flag, and return. 

FTN Convert (CZAWC1) -- Converts line data 
set to FORTRAN source. 

GET (MSAM) -- Results follow: 

Return 
code 

-0--

8 

C 

10 

14 

Significance 
successful 

incomplete 

error 

end of file 

validity 
check 

hang up 

Action 
Processing continues. 

Test for pending 
interrupt; when none, 
return to caller; 
otherwise, link to 
CZAJIA to service 
interrupt. 

If error is perm~nent 
write message, termin
ate job and return; if 
not permanent, check 
error options and ter
minate job, skip error 
and continue, or 
accept error as 
specified. 

Issue FINISH macro 
instruction and SIR 
device; 

abort job in 
progress; return. 

Issue MSAM Finish, 
Clean up, reenable 
line. 

Input Closeout (CZAWV) -- Closes output 
data set DCB for SYSIN VSEND to Batch 
Monitor to start background execution; 
deletes a device. 

Input Start (CZAWX) -- Validates LOGON or 
DATASET card; builds an open output data 
set DCB. 

SIR -- zero -return code, successful, con
tinue processing; nonzero, abnormally 
terminate BULKIO task. 
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SIR (CZCJS) -- Sets an interrupt control 
block equal to the asynchronous entry 
point address in CZAWX. 

VAM PUT (CZCOS) Writes VSAM records. 

VAM PUT (CZCPA) Writes VISAM records. 

Exits: The routine normally returns to the 
caller. When an error occurs, the job is 
aborted, a message is sent to the operator, 
and return is made to the caller. 

Operation: On entry to CZAWZ1, the input 
S-entry is validated, and an input record 
is read in by MSAM GET. Then, if this is 
an RJE task, theRJE station ID is vali
dated via a search through the validation 
data set which is a member of the Acknowl
edgment Data Set (ACK). Assuming that no 
errors occur, there are two main paths in 
the module. The first path initializes the 
program. It is entered when a LOGON or 
DATASET card is recognized. This path sets 
switches and initializes counters. A call 
is made to Input Start (CZAWX) to: valid
ate the user ID and batch privileges; check 
the parameters on a DATASET card; construct 
and open the output DCB; and, catalog the 
data set. 

The second path builds the output data 
set using VSAM or VISAM PUTS. It is 
entered after every MSAM GET, unless the 
input record is a LOGON or DATASET card. 
In this path the appropriate bytes are put 
into the output record; for a SYSIN, bytes 
1 through 80 are put out; for a data set, 
the bytes are specified in the DATASET 
card. When a LOGOFF or %ENDDScard is 
encountered, a call is made to Input Clo
seout (CZAWV) to close the output data set 
and, for a SYSIN VSEND, to the Batch Mon
itor to queue the SYSIN for execution in 
the background. 

For Remote Job Entry processing, CZAWZ 
recognizes and processes six control cards: 
RJSTART, CONTINUE, STATUS, OUTPUT, DELETE, 
and RJEND. 

RJSTART -- CZAWZ validates the station 
identification (id) to ensure that it is 
a valid RJE station id, not currently 
active on the system. 

CONTINUE -- If there is an output job in 
progress to the requesting station id, 
CZAWZ sets S-entry flags to indicate 
• continue, cancel, or restart· 
opera tions. 

STATUS -- CZAWZ calls the EXHIBIT processor 
(CZAYF1) to search the Batch Work Queue 
for the status of all jobs associated 
with the requesting RJE station ide The 
EXHIBIT processor calls CZAWN to write 
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the status information into the Acknow
ledgement Data Set. 

OUTPUT -- CZAWZ marks the RJE station's 
output S-entry to indicate the order of 
output for print jobs. 

DELETE -- CZAWZ sends a VSEND to the Batch 
Monitor to cancel the specified batch 
job. 

RJEND -- CZAWZ calls Input Closeout (CZAWV) 
to disconnect the RJE station ide 

SYSIN processing can be extended to pro
vide for the packing of one or more SYSINs 
into one data set. This extension is sig
naled by the EXPRESS and END cards. The 
EXPRESS and END cards bracket the SYSINs to 
be packed into one data set. The Express 
Batch SYSIN data set permits an installa
tion to define a time limit for on-line 
execution for each SYSIN within the Express 
Batch data set. 

At entry CZAWZ3, the S-entry pair is 
validated at WZCHECK, and the RJE line is 
disconnected by WZRJEDIS. WZRJEDIS is a 
subroutine which cleans up the input and 
output S-entries for the device, and sends 
a disconnect message to the operator. 

System Control Block Usage: 
BULKCOMM (CHABCT) 

Data Control Block (CHADCB) 

Data Event Block (CHADEB) 

Data Event Control Block (CHADEC) 

Interrupt Control Block (CHAICB) 

S-entry (CHASET) 

Symbolic Device Allocation Table (CHASDA) 

FORTRAN Data Set Conversion (CZAWC) 

This routine converts line data sets to 
FORTRAN source data sets. (See Chart KL.) 

Entry Point: CZAWCl -- Main entry. 

Modules Called: None. 

Exits: Control is returned to the caller~ 
no return codes or messages result. 

Operation: On entry to CZAWC1, register 1 
must contain a pointer to a two-word para
meter list: word 1 contains a pointer to 
the input buffer; word 2 contains a pointer 
to the output buffer. (If either pointer 
is zero, or if the input buffer is empty, 
control returns with no further proces
sing.) CZAWC then formats the record in 
the output buffer so that it will be 

acceptable to the FORfRAN compiler. Rec
ords are processed accord~ng to the follow
ing decision table; processing depends upon 
the contents of the two buffers. 

r-------------T-----------T-T-T-T-T-~T-T_, 

linput buffer Izeros 1v'1v'1 I I I I I I 
I ~-----------+-+-+_+-+-+-+-+-~ 
I I comment I I I v' I v'1 I I I I 
I ~-----------+-+-+_+-+-+-+-+~ 
I ISTART card I I I I 1v'1v'1 I I 
I ~-----------+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-~ 
I I neither I I I I I I I I I 
I I comment I I I I I I 1v'1v'1 
I I nor START I I I I I I I I I 
~-------------+-----------+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+~ 
~-------------+-----------+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+~ 
loutput bufferlcomment 1v'1 1v'1 IIv'I 1v'1 
I ~-----------+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-~ 
I I non-comment I 1v'1 1v'1 IIv'I I 
~-------------+-----------+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+~ 
~-------------+-----------+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+~ 
laction taken I IAIBIAIBIAIBIAICI L _____________ ~ ___________ ~_~_~_~_~_~~_~_J 

A. The record is output as is. 

B. The trailing blanks are stripped off 
from column 73~ the resulting record 
length is adjusted. 

C. A hyphen is placed in column 73; the 
record length is reduced by 7. 

System Control Block Usage: None. 

BULKIO Input Closeout Routine (CZAWV) 

This routine performs a cleanup opera
tion for Card Read and BULKIO Initializa
tion. (See Chart LL.) 

Entry Points: CZAWVl -- Normal entry. 

Modules Called: 
BMSG (CZAWM) -- Sends messages to operator. 

BULKIO ABEND (CZAWAl) -- Handles ABEND 
conditions. 

CLOSE (CZCLBC) 
MSAM. 

Closes a DCB for VAM or 

DIR (CZAJDA) -- Deletes interrupt request. 

ERASE (CZAEJ3) -- Erases partially created 
data sets or SYSINs. 

RELEASE (CZAFJ3) -- Releases the JFCB asso
ciated with the DCB. 

VSEND -- Sends task initiation request to 
the Batch Monitor EXECUTE subprocessor 
and CZABA2. 

Exits: Control is returned to the caller. 
When an error occurs, a diagnostic message 
is issued. 
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Operation: The routine determines whether 
to close and release the card reader. If 
the card reader is to be deleted, its asso
ciated S-entry is marked deleted, its DCB 
is closed, and its JFCB is released. 

Next, the bypass flag is checked. When 
it is on, it indicates that there are no 
outstanding read card jobs; the flag is 
reset and a return is made. 

When the bypass flag is off, the throwa
way flag is checked: if it is on, the VAM 
data set currently being processed is 
erased, flags are reset, and control is 
returned to the caller; if it is off, the 
Express Mode flag is checked. If this flag 
is on, one more check is made to determine 
whether to close the Express data set and 
VSEND for task initiation, or to charge 
this user (via RCR RATION) and return con
trol. If the job is non-Express, Input 
Closeout performs the following: 

1. Closes the DCB and releases the JFCB 
for the VAM data set. 

2. Uses the RCR macro instructions for 
charge purpos es • 

3. Issues a VSEND to the batch monitor 
(CZABAB) for task initiation if the 
job is a SYSIN, and sends a confirma
tion message to the operator. 

4. Sends a 'job complete' message to the 
operator, for data sets. 

For any illegal return codes, a diag
nostic message is sent to the operator and 
return is made to the caller. 

System Control Block Usage: 
Active User List (CHAAUL) 

Batch Work Queue (CHABWQ) 

BULKCOMM (CHABCT) 

Data Control Block (CHADCB) 

Interrupt Storage Area (CHAISA) 

S-entry (CHASET) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

Task Definition Table (CHATDT) 

Task Status Index (CHATSI) 

User Table (CHAUSE) 

BULKIO OUTPUT Service (CZAWY) 

This routine transfers a user's VAM data 
set to a printer or punch by using MSAM. 
(See Chart MM.) 
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Entry Points: 
CZAWY1 -- Main entry, from Master Service 

(CZAWW). 

CZAWY2 VAM SYNAD. 

CZAWY3 VAM EODAD. 

CZAWY4 OUtput cleanup by ABEND recovery 
(CZAWA). 

CZAWY5 -- Message Control Block area, used 
by CZAWU to abort a job. 

Modules Called: 
BMSG (CZAWM1) Writes messages to 

operator. 

CLOSE (CZCLBC) -- Closes user's VAM data 
set. 

FINISH (CZCMH1) -- Completes MSAM output. 

Initialization (CZAWS3) -- Adds a deleted 
device. 

Input Service (CZAWZ3) -- Re-enab~"es RJE 
line. 

Master Service (CZAWW2) -- ABEND entry 
point in Master Service. 

MSAM PUT -- Writes record on printer or 
punch. 

RELEASE (CZAFJ3) Releases user's VAM 
data set or MSAM device being deleted. 

VAM GET -- Gets user record to be output. 

VSEND -- Sends 'job complete' message to 
Batch Monitor. 

Exits: The routine normally returns to 
Master Service. If an error occurred, 
return is to ABEND entry point of Master 
Service to cleanup after VAM ABEND on an 
output job. 

Operation: Output Service transfers a 
user's VAM data set, using MSAM, to a 
printer or punch. It converts the records, 
if required, and either validates the 
user's edit control characters or supplies 
its own. Headings, page numbers, and non
standard number of lines per page are supp
lied if the user desires. 

When CZAWY is first called by CZAWW 
(Master Service) to begin a job, the input 
data set will have already been defined and 
opened by CZAWU (Attend Alert), and the 
output data set by CZAWS (Initialization). 
The VAM RECFM and DSORG are validated and 
S-entry fields and flags are initialized 
from the DCB. A GET is performed on the 
first user record; if he specified the EDIT 
option, the Control Character (CC) of this 

.' '--" 
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record determines whether American National 
Standard for Information Interchange, ANSI 
X3.4-1968, hereinafter referred to as ASCII 
or machine will be used; if he specified 
the heading option, the first record will 
be saved to head each page. All MSAM rec
ords are variable length with either ASCII 
or machine edit (machine, if user did not 
request his own edit). A standard set of 
CC's for headers, trailers and default CC's 
saved. Finally the job heading lines or 
cards are put out. 

The main work of CZAWY is done in the 
following loop: A VAM GET is done on the 

, user's data set to locate a record; an MSAM 
PUT is done on the device data set to loc
ate space for the output record; the VAM 
record is moved to the MSAM record with 
whatever converting is necessary. New 
pages, headings, and page-numbering are 
done when required. This continues until 
MSAM indicates an I/O WAIT is required; at 
this point CZAWY returns to CZAWW where 
some other S-entry may be processed. At 

. some future time CZAWW redispatches CZAWY 
for the waiting S-entry and the PVT is 
reissued. If MSAM can complete the PUT, 
processing continues in the above loop; if 
not, control is returned to CZAWW. 

Converting the record consists of 
selecting that part determined by the start 
byte-end byte option, and prefixing it with 
a variable length field and control 
character. The control character may have 
been supplied by the user or it may be sup
plied by CZAWY, if no edit was specified or 
if the user's CC was invalid. Line data 
set records or records produced by the DATA 
command are rearranged because of the 
keyboard/card-reader character, which is 
itself tranSlated to a blank (terminal) or 
"C· (card reader). 

When EODAD is reached on the user's data 
set, the data set is closed and released. 
Trailer records are put out and the device 
data set is processed by FINISH. FINISH, 
like PUT, may produce a return to CZAWW 
because of an MSAM I/O wait. When FINISH 
is done, the device is released if a delete 
had been requested. RCR RATION and CLOSE 
are issued to charge the user for his out
put; a VSEND is done to inform the batch 
monitor that this job is complete, and an 
EOJ WTO is sent to the operator. Then a 
final return is done to CZAWW until the 
next output job is initiated. 

If CZAWY or CZAWU has a VAM ABEND on an 
output job, CZAWA (Recovery) calls CZAWY4 
to clean up. If a job is canceled, Batch 
Monitor sets on SETTOP and SETEOD, Which 
forces CZAWY to go to its EODAD routine on 
the next GET. If CZAWY or CZAWU detects a 
permanent I/O error, SE:I'PER and SETDEL will 
be set causing the job to be aborted and 
the device deleted. If the operator does 

an ASNBD delete on a device with an output 
job in progress, CZAWS (initialization) 
will turn on SETDEL forcing device deletion 
after the job in progress is completed. An 
ASNBD delete, on an input job in progress, 
causes the job to be aborted, and the 
device to be deleted. 

The following errors cause the job to be 
aborted with no user output: VAM DSORG not 
VS or VI; VAM RECFM not F or V; fixed 
length records with length less than start 
byte; edit option specified, but first user 
CC is neither ASCII nor machine. The fol
lowing errors cause the job to be aborted 
with an indeterminate amount of output: 
bad return code from a called routine; VAM 
SYNAD; MSAM I/O error, attempted ABEND by a 
called routine or VAM EODAD on user's data 
set (implies empty user data set). The 
table in Figure 6 shows the ABORT codes for 
these errors. 

System Control Block Usage: 
Active User Table Entry (CHAAUL) 

Assign BULKIO Device DSECT (CHAABD) 

BULKCOMM (CHABCT) 

Data Control Block (CHADCB) 

Data Event Block (CHADEB) 

Data Event Control Block (CHADEC) 

DCB Header (CHAnHD) 

Interrupt Storage Area (CHAISA) 

Message Control Block (CHAMCB> 

S-entry (CHASET) 

r------r----------------------------------, 
I Code I Meaning I 
~------+----------------~---------------~ 
I 01 I VAM DSORG not VS or VI. 

I 
02 I VAM RECFM not F or V. 

I 
04 I Fixed length records with length 

less than start byte. 

08 EDIT option specified, but first 
user CC is not ASA or machine. 

10 Bad return code from a called 
routine. 

20 'lAM SYNAn. 

40 MSAM I/O error. 

I 80 Attempted ABEND by called rou-
I tine, or VAM EODAD on user's 
I I data set. L ______ ~ _________________________________ _ 

Figure 6. CZAWY ABORT Codes 
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Shared Data Set Member (CHASDM) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

Task Data Definition Table (CHATDT) 

Task Status Index (CHATS I) 

User Table (CHAUSE) 

BULKIO Message Handler Routine (CZAWM) 

This routine constructs a message from 
skeleton message pieces located in CZAWM 
and the caller's CSECT, and fills in 
variables designated by the caller. The 
resulting message is sent to the operator 
to record the BULKIO task status. (See 
Chart NN.) 

Entry Points: CZAWM1 -- Call by BMSG macro 
instruction. 

Modules Called: 
CZAWNl -- Writes to RJE terminal. 

XWTO (CZABQ1) 
message. 

Writes to a WTO or WTL 

CZAWNl -- Writes to RJE terminal. 

Exits: The routine normally exits to the 
caller. If the caller designated an inva
lid message piece (that is, bad message 
identifier), an error message will be put 
out giving the address where BMSG was last 
invoked: then control returns to the 
caller. 

Operation: On entry, at CZAWM1, the mes
sage and message length are validated and 
moved to the message area. A carriage 
return character is inserted following the 
last text character. CZAWM then flags the 
message type (WTO, WTL, RJE) and calls 
CZABQl to send the message. If the message 
was sent to an RJE device, CZAWNl is called 
to write to that station. Control returns 
to the caller. 

CZAWM constructs its messages from mes
sage pieces which are found in the two 
csects. Common message pieces are in the 
first csect, following the code, and less 
common pieces are in the second csect. The 
routine is entered with pointers to specif
ic message pieces which are assembled into 
a complete message. 

system control Block Usage: 
BULKCOMM (CHABCT) 

BULKIO Message DSECT (CHABWM) 

BULKIO ACK Data Set Handler (CZAWN) 

This routine handles messages from the 
RJE station to the Acknowledgment Data Set 
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(ACK), and messages from the ACK to the RJE 
station. (See Chart OA.) 

Entry Points: 
CZAWNl -- Entered from CZAWM to write mes

sages to the ACK. 

CZAWN2 -- Entered from CZAWW to write mes
sages from an ACK to a specified RJE 
station. 

CZAWN3 -- EODAD routine when all messages 
have been written from the ACK. 

CZAWN4 -- SYNAD 

Modules Called: 
Write (CZCPE1)-- Writes to ACK. 

Stow (CZCOK1) -- Puts new ACK member in 
POD. 

Input Closeout (CZAWV1) -- Deletes 
S-entries. 

MSAM Finish (CZCMH1) 
buffers. 

Cleans up MSAM 

Input Service (CZAWZ1) -- Re-enables RJE 
line. 

Find (CZCOJ1) 

XWTO (CZABQ1) 
operator. 

Finds an ACK member. 

Sends messages to the 

Exits: Control is returned to the calling 
routine. When an error occurs, a diagnost
ic message is issued. 

Operation: On entry to CZAWN1, from CZAWM, 
this routine gets the Acknowledgment Data 
Set (ACK) DCB, ensures that the message is 
to a valid RJE station ID, and that there 
have been no errors in processi'Jg the ACK. 
(Should any of these errors occur, control 
is immediately returned to the caller.) 
Next, FIND is called to locate the ACK 
member; SETL pOSitions past the last record 
of the member, or to the beginning of a new 
member: WRITE writes the message to the 
ACK. Had the ACK member been new, the rou
tine would build a DCB before the Write 
operation: then, following the write, it 
would stow the member in the POD. If there 
is an input S-entry, it is chained to its 
corresponding output S-entry. Control 
returns to the caller. 

At CZAWN2 the active S-entry count is 
incremented: PUT issues the message to the 
station ID. FIND is called to locate the 
ACK member. Then, GET locates further out
put records which are also written, via 
PUT, to the RJE station ID. When all mes
sages have been written, control passes to 
CZAWN3 for EODAD processing. If there are 
no messages to be output, MSAM Finish 



cleans up the buffer; the active S-entry 
count is reduced (twice for an s-entry 
pair); control returns to the caller 
(CZAWW) • 

At CZAWN3, to process EODAD conditions 
when GET has output all messages, MSAM 
Finish cleans up the buffer. Then, the ACK 
member is found and deleted; the count of 
active S-entries is reduced. If the sta
tion ID is the symbolic device address, the 
line is re-enabled by CZAWZ3. Otherwise, 
the S-entry pair is deleted. In any case, 
control returns to the caller. 

At CZAWN4, the SYNAD routine, an error 
message is written to the station ID; buf
fers are emptied; S-entries are deleted; 
and control returns to the caller. 

System Control Block Usage: 
BULKCOMM Table (CHABCT) 

BULKIO Message DSECT (CHABWM) 

Data control Block (CHADCB) 

s-entry (CHASET) 

BULKIO ABEND Recovery (CZAWA) 

This module determines the recovery pro
cedure to be used when an ABEND occurs in 
the BULKIO task. (See Chart 00.) 

Entry Points: CZAWA1 -- Normal entry. 

If an ABEND occurs during CZAWA proces
sing, processing resumes at the CZAWA 
instruction that follows the point of 
ABEND. This establishes a recursive entry 
procedure that changes the entry point with 
further processing. 

Modules called: 
Message Handler (CZAWMl) -- Prints message 

to operator. 

Internal Subroutines: 
WABAOUT -- Prints message giving reason for 

ABEND and traces information. 

WABLOCK -- Locks BULKCOMM table. 

Exits: Control is passed to a recovery 
procedure; there is no return to this 
routine. 

Operation: The routine tests two fields in 
the BULKCOMM table (CHABCT): BCTBIO and 
BCTCALL. BCTBIO indicates the action being 
performed, and BCTCALL indicates the BULKIO 
module performing the action at the time of 
the ABEND. The first two characters of 
BCTCALL determine the type of recovery: 

V-, VAN recovery 

M-, MSAM recovery 

other, ABEND - no recovery possible. 
The BULK I/O task is removed from the 
system. 

Control is passed to one of the recovery 
procedures listed below; there is no return 
to this routine. 

1. WABV - VAM input recovery 

2. WABE - MSAM input recovery 

3. WAVO - VAM output recovery 

4. WAMO - MSAM output recovery 

5. WAINIT - initialization recovery 

6. WABF - RJE recovery from MSAM. 

7. WABN - RJE recovery from ABEND while 
processing the ACK data set. 

8. WABVEX - RJE recovery from ABEND while 
processing •• STATUS control card. 

Current recovery procedures are employed 
to recover from a VAM ABEND on an RJE 
device: WABV for input; WAVO for output. 

The routine also keeps a count of ABENDs 
since startup in BCTAKT. If the count 
exceeds a limit, the BULKIO task is 
abended. The recovery procedures which are 
given control may cause an ABEND. control 
is passed to a recursive address in the 
recovery routine, if the count of recursive 
ABENDs does not exceed the specified limit. 

MSAM Input Recovery Procedure (WABE) 

This routine deletes a card reader and, 
for a non-RJE device, reassigns it to the 
BULKIO task. The VAM data set, which was 
built during the time of the ABEND, is 
erased. 

Entry Points: WABE -- Normal entry. 

Modules Called: 
CLOSE (CZCLBC) Closes device or data set 

DCB. 

ERASE (CZAEJ3) -- Erases VAM data set. 

Initialization (CZAWS3) -- ASSigns device. 

Input Start (CZAWX3) -- Starts BULKIO task 
cycling after recovery is complete. 

RELEASE (CZAFJ3) -- Releases device JFCB. 

Internal Subroutines: 
WABDELC -- Returns external storage used by 

VAM routines. 
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WABEDEL -- Marks device S-entry deleted, 
and reduces count of S-entries with 
jobs, and updates accounting 
information. 

WABRD -- Sets the open flag in DCB off, and 
sets count of open DCBs in JFCB for 
device to zero. 

WACAT -- Removes lock on catalog. 

WARJFB -- Removes JFCB from TDT chain. 

WARELEAS -- Marks device available in SDAT, 
and reduces count of S-entries with 
jobs, and updates accounting information. 

VAM Input Recovery Procedure (WABV) 

This routine removes the VAM data set 
being built at the time of the ABEND. Job 
dependent flags are reset. 

Entry Points: WABV Normal entry. 

Modules Called: ERASE (CZAF~3) -- Erases 
VAM data set. 

Internal Subroutines: 
WABRED -- Returns external storage used by 

VAM routines. 

WABVI Resets VAM interlocks. 

WACAT Removes lock on catalog. 

MSAM Output Recovery Procedure (WAMO) 

This routine restores the BULKIO task to 
a workable state after an ABEND has 
occurred during an MSAM operation. The 
routine performs tests to determine what 
action must be taken and then performs the 
clean-up operation. 

Entry Points: WAMO -- Normal entry. 

Modules Called: 
BMSG (CZAWM) Sends diagnostics to 

operator. 

Close (CZCLB) -- Closes DCB for MSAM and 
VAM. 

Initialization (CZAWS3) -- Is called for 
dynamic ASNBD of device just deleted. 

Master Service (CZAWW2) -- Returns control 
to BULKIO after ABEND recovery. 

PRTHX -- Converts binary to p+intable 
hexadecimal. 

RELEASE (CZAFJ) -- Releases JFCB for MSAM 
and VAM. 

REP -- Establishes recursiveness. 
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VSEND -- Notifies Batch Monitor of job 
cancella tion. 

Internal Subroutines: 
WABORT -- Terminates BULKIO. 

WABRO Resets open flags in JFCB and DCB. 

WABVI Releases VAM interlocks. 

WAEXIST -- Searches for a JFCB. 

WARCR -- Is called for charge purposes. 

WARELEAS 
chain. 

Marks device available in SDAT 

WARJFB -- Removes JFCB from TDT chain. 

Operation: The device DCB is checked. If 
it is open, recursiveness is established 
and the DCB is closed. If the 'close' 
abnormally terminates, the recursive 
address manually closes the DCB and its 
associated JFCB. 

If the DCB is not open, the 'close' will 
be skipped and only a release on the device 
is attempted. No release is attempted for 
an RJE device. 

Before REI.EASE is called, recursiveness 
is established. If RELEASE abnormally ter
minates, the recursive address calls a sub
routine (WABRO), which searches the TDT 
chain and removes the device JFCB from the 
chain. Also, the WARELEAS subroutine is 
called to mark the device available in the 
SDAT. Both subroutines are also called if 
RELEASE returns an error code. 

Next, the batch monitor is notified, via 
VSEND, that the job in progress has been 
aborted. 

Following this, a search is made of the 
TDT chain for the VAM JFCB associated with 
the output job. If none is found the RCR 
subroutine is called for charge purposes; 
the S-entry is deleted, counts of S-entries 
are adjusted; for non-RJE devices, CZAWS 
(BULKIO initialization) is called for 
dynamic re-add of the device; the BULKCOMM 
is unlocked and control is given to the 
CZAWW2 (Master Service). 

If a VAM JFCB is found, its associated 
DCB is checked to see if it is open. If it 
is, recursiveness is established and CLOSE 
is called. If CLOSE abnormally terminates, 
the recursive address locates the JFCB for 
the data set. Once found, a test is made 
to see if the data set is shared. If it 
is, the interlock release subroutine 
(WABVI) is called. If not, the open flags 
in the JFCB and DCB are reset and control 
is returned to main line logic. 
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If the DCB is not open, CLOSE is not 
called and only a release is attempted. If 
RELEASE abnormally terminates or returns an 
error code, the subroutine WARJFB is called 
to remove the JFCB from the TDT chain. The 
routine then performs the same functions 
mentioned above when no VAM JFCB is found. 

VAM Output Recovery Procedure (WAVO) 

This routine restores the BULKIO task to 
a workable state after an ABEND has 
occurred during a VAM operation. 

Entry Points: WAVO -- Normal entry. 

Modules Called: 
BMSG (CZAWM) -- Sends message to operator. 

- CLOSE (CZCLB) -- Closes DCB associated with 
VAM data set. 

Output Service SYNAD (CZAWY4) -- Ends job 
in which ABEND occurred. 

PRTHX -- Converts binary to printable 
hexadecimal. 

RELEASE (CZAFJ3) -- Releases JFCB asso
ciated with VAM data set. 

Internal Subroutines: 
WABRD -- Resets open flags in JFCB and 

associated DCB 

WABVI Releases VAM interlocks. 

WACAT Unlocks catalog interlocks. 

WAEXIST -- Searche~TDT chain for a JFCB. 

WARJFB -- Removes JFCB from TDT chain. 

Operation: The routine checks for catalog 
interlocks. To do this, a call is made to 
WACAT, a subroutine of the ABEND Recovery 
module. 

The next test checks if the ABEND 
occurred during DDEF. If it did, flags are 
reset, locks unlocked and control given to 
CZAWY4 (the SYNAD of Output Service). If 
it did not, the TDT chain is searched for 
the JFCB for the data set being processed. 
If none is found, cleanup is the same as if 
the ABEND occurred in DDEF. 

If ABEND did not occur in DDEF and a 
JFCB is found, the DCB for the data set is 
tested to determine if it is open. If the 
DCB .is closed, recursiveness is established 
and RELEASE is called to release the JFCB 
for the data set. If RELEASE abnormally 
terminates, the recursive address uses the 
subroutine WARJFB to remove the JFCB from 
the TDTchain. WARJFB is also used if 
RELEASE returns an error code. Flags and 
locks are then reset and control is given 
to CZAWY4. 

If the DCB is open, CLOSE is called. If 
CLOSE abnormally termin~tes, the recursive 
address locates the JFCB associated with 
the data set and performs the following: 
if the data set is shared, WABVI, the 
interlock release subroutine, is called to 
release VAM interlocks, and the open flags 
in the DCB and JFCB are reset. If the data 
set is not shared, only the open flags are 
reset. Processing is then the same as that 
in the above paragraph involving the 
RELEASE logic when the DCB was not open. 

Initialization Recovery Procedure (WAINIT) 

This routine restores the BULKIO task to 
a workable state after an ABEND has 
occurred during BULKIO initialization. 

Entry Points: WAINIT -- Normal entry. 

Modules Called: 
BMSG (CZAWM) -- Writes message to operator. 

CLOSE (CZCLB) -- Closes device DCB. 

PRTHX -- Converts binary to EBCDIC 

RELEASE (CZAFJ3) -- Releases device JFCB. 

Internal Subroutines: 
WABORT -- Terminates BULKIO. 

WABRO -- Resets open flags in JFCB and DCB. 

WARJFB -- Removes JFCB from TDT chain. 

WARELEAS -- Marks device available in SDAT 
table. 

Operation: The first check will determine 
whether the ABEND occurred during DDEF. If 
it did, a diagnostic is issued and tests 
are made to determine the point to which 
control is to be returned. 

If the ABEND did not occur during DDEF, 
a check will be made to determine if the 
SETUR DCB is open. If so, an error message 
is issued and BULKIO is aborted. If the 
SETUR DCB is not open, a test is made to 
see if the device DCB is. If it is not, 
only a RELEASE is attempted. If it is, 
both CLOSE and RELEASE are inVOked. If 
either CLOSE or RELEASE abnormally ter
minates or returns an error code, subrou
tines are used to accomplish the desired 
ends. For a CLOSE ABEND, the subroutine 
WABRO, which resets the open flags in the 
DCB and JFCB, is used. For a RELEASE ABEND 
or error return code, the subroutines 
WARJFB and WARELEAS are used to remove the 
device JFCB from the TDT chain, then mark 
the device available in the SDAT. Tests 
are then performed to determine the point 
to which control is to be returned. 
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SECTION 5: COMMAND ROUTINES 

This section describes those command 
routines used only by an operator (class 
A), and those command routines within the 
BULKIO preprocessor. Each routine performs 
those functions requested by a specific 
command. Figure 7 contains the names and 
functions of these commands. 

For those commands issued by the opera
tor, the Command Analyzer and Executor 
(CAtE) links to the appropriate command 
routine when their corresponding command 
names appear in SYSIN. Typically, the CAtE 
links to the command routine which employs 
SCAN routines to isolate and validate com
mand parameters. The command routine then 
performs the requested fUnctions and 
returns control to the CAtE. 

The PUNCH, PRINT, RT, and WT commands 
are handled by the BULKIO preprocessor. 
When the CAtE encounteres one of these com
mands, it passes control to the preproces
sor which validates the parameters and 
requests batch initiation from the batch 
monitor. The batch monitor assigns a batch 
sequence number and initiates a batch 
operation independent of the requesting 
task. 

If·the data to be printed or punched 
resides on system public VAM Gt0rage, the 
operation is aSSigned to the BULKIO task. 
Data sets and nonconversational SYSIN cor~ 
mand streams that are read in through a 
high speed reader are handled by the BULKIO 
task. 

If the data to be printed or punched 
resides on a private VAM or SAM volume, the 
operation is aSSigned to CZABG or CZABH, 
respectively, in an independently created 
nonconversational task. Since RT and WT 
involve private SAM volumes, they are aI!;o 
aSSigned to independently created noncon
versational tasks (CZABF and CZABI, 
respectively) • 

ASNBD Command Routine (CZABK) 

The Assign BULKIO Device (ASNBD) command 
routine obtains card readers, card punches, 
printers, and RJE devices for the BULKIO 
task. It requests the release of th~se 
devices when the operator does not want 
them assigned to the BULKIO task. (See 
Chart PP.) 

Entry Points: 
CZABKl -- Command entry. 

r-----------T----------T----------------------------------------------------------------, 
I Routine I Symbolic I I 
I Name I Name I Purpose I 
~-----------+---~------+------------------------------------------~---------------------~ 
I ASNBD I CZABK I To obtain or delete card readers, punches, printers, and RJE I 
I I I devices for the BULKIO task. I 
I I I I 
I FORCE I CZACG I To terminate a specific conversational task. I 
I I I I 
I HOLD/DROP I CZCMO I To discontinue or to reestablish the availability of a device I 
I I for TSS/360 usage. I 
I I I 
I LABEL CZABX I To label or unlabel a tape. I 
I I I 
I MSG/BCST CZACF I To write a message to a specific conversational user or to all I 
I I conversational users. I 

I I 
PRINT CZABD4 I To print a data set. I 

I I 
PUNCH CZABD6 I To punch a data set onto cards. I 

I I 
RT CZABD2 I To read a tape data set into storage and to catalog it. I 

I I 
SHUTDOWN CZACN I To terminate all tasks prior to physical shutdown of the I 

I system. I 
I I 

WT CZABD8 I To write a data set onto tape. I ___________ ~ __________ ~ ______________________________ ~ _________________________________ J 

Figure 7. Command Routines 
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CZABK2 -- MOHR entry at startup. 

Modules Called: 
ATPOL macro -- Checks for pending attention 

interrupt. 

PRMPT (CZATJ1) -- Issues messages to the 
operator and obtains responses where 
applicable. 

SCRTSI macro -- Creates the BULKIO task 
(TASKID==2). 

VSEND macro -- Sends messages to the BULKIO 
task specifying devices to be added or 
deleted. 

Exits: ASNBD always exits to the caller. 

Operation: Entry occurs at CZABK1 when 
ASNBD is entered by the operator to change 
unit record assignment to the BULKIO task. 
A diagnostic message occurs if one of the 
following invalid requests is used: 

1. Not valid SDAT entry or entry perma
nently locked. 

2. Not 2540 Card Reader, 2540 Card Punch, 
1403 Printer or 2780 RJE device. 

3. Not available for an add request. 

4. Duplicate requests (add and/or delete) 
for same device. 

The ASNBD is ignored if there is too 
much prompting, either SCRTSI or VSEND is 
unsuccessful, an attention interrupt 
occurs, or the operand is defaulted. If 
the ASNBD corr~and is issued by a task other 
than the operator task (TID 001), the com
mand is canceled. A correct operand is 
accepted, unless more than 16 devices are 
requested. Then only the first 16 devices 
are accepted. 

Entry occurs at CZABK2 when MOHR (CZACB) 
calls during startup for device assignment. 
The operator may request no devices, spe
cific device, or all unit record devices 
that are available. In the last two cases, 
an acceptable request causes a zero return 
code to MOHR. MOHR does the SCRTSI of BUL
KIO and a VSEND specifying the devices to 
be used. An unsuccessful SCRTSI or VSEND 
will cause MOHR to call CZABK2 again for 
cleanup (make devices in SDAT available 
again) and to present a diagnostic message. 

At either entry, if Bulk I/O initializa
tion is already in progress, a message is 
issued and the command is canceled. 

MOHR receives a return code of 4 if no 
devices are to be assigned to BULKIO. 
Devices can only be assigned, and not 
deleted, at startup. 

Error Conditions: Iuvalid operands cause 
diagnostic messages to the operator, as 
described in "OPERATOR'S GUlDEn and listed 
below. 

CZABK001 ENTER BULKIO DEVICES. 

CZABK002 INVALID REQUEST (gnnn NOT 
$01). REENTER ENTIRE OPERAND. 

Inserts: 1) UNIT REC 5) UNLOCKED 
2) AVAIL 6) UNIQUE 
3) EXISTENT 7) ADD DEV 
4) VAL CHAR 8) IN AHD 

CZABK003 $01. DEVICE ASSIGNMENT 
UNCHANGED FOR ASNBD.$02. 

Inserts $01: 1) MOHR VSEND NOT ACPT 
2) SCRTSI NOT TASK 2 
3) TOO MUCH PROMPTING 
4) ATTENTION INTERRUPT 
5) DEFAULTED DEV LIST 
6) VSEND RCO, NO TASK 2 
7) VSEND RC4, NOT TAKEN 
8) VSEND RC ILLEGAL 

Inserts $02: 1) 'NO' ASSUMED DURING 
STARTUP 

2) (ALL BLANKS IF NOT 
STARTUP) 

CZABK004 $01 $02 ACCEPTED. 

Inserts $01: BLANK OR MAX IS 16 
DEVICES 

$02: OPERAND IS REPEATED 

Delete requests for devices are accepted 
without regard to their prior assignment to 
BULKIO. If an unassigned device is 
deleted, the BULKIO issues a diagnostic 
message to the operator. A unit record 
device add request is accepted if the 
device is available, and the equivalent of 
a 'secure' operation is performed to make 
it unavailable to any task by BULKIO. 

System Control Block usage: 
Assign BULKIO Device (CHAABD) 

Availab1e Device Table (CHAHED) 

BULKCOMM (CHABCT) 

Interrupt Storage Area (CHAISA) 

Message Control Block (CHAMCB) 

subqueue Entry (CHAAVE) 

Subqueue Header (CHAAHD) 

Symbolic Device Allocation Table (CHASDA) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 
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FORCE Command Routine (CZACG) 

FORCE terminates a conversational task, 
as directed by the system operator. FORCE 
operates in conversational mode only. (See 
Chart QQ.) 

Entry Points: 
CZACG1 Normal entry. 

CZACG2 Flag entry. 

Modules Called: 
ALFNUM (CZAAC3) -- Validates syntax of 

userid. 

MSGWR (CZAAD2) -- Issues messages to 
system operator. 

NEXTPAR (CZAACl) -- Locates corranand 
operand. 

VSEND -- Sends messages to user's conver
sational task. 

Exits: FORCE normally returns to the cal
ling routine, via the RETURN macro instruc
tion. If a system error occurs, a SYSER is 
issued and FORCE exits to the calling 
routine. 

Operation: The routine first checks the 
Task Common table to determine the 'A' pri
vilege class of the command user. If .the 
privilege is not A, a message is issued 
indicating that the user is not privileged 
to issue the command. 

The routine then gets the command 
operand (userid), supplied by the system 
operator, and validates it using SCAN rou· 
tines. If the userid is valid, the user 
table is read to get the identification 
(taskid) of the specified user's conversa
tional task. This taskid, after being 
verified to ensure it is not the operator's 
taskid, and that it represents a conversa
tional task, is moved to a message control 
block (MCB) along with the FORCE taskid, 
and sent, via VSEND, to the task being eli
minated. Finally, a message is sent to the 
system operator informing him that the for
ced shutdown of the task is complete. 

After each prompting and diagnostic mes
sage is issued, a check is made for an 
attention interrupt. If one has occurred, 
the command is canceled and control is 
returned to the calling routine. 

Error Conditions: The routine Checks for 
an acceptable operand and notifies the 
operator, through user prompter, of any 
errors found. For the messages issued, see 
System Messages. FORCE also issues these 
minor system error codes: 
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SYSER Code 
050302901 

050302903 

050302904 

Significance 
Invalid return code from 
NEXTPAR when ct,ecking userid. 
Invalid return code from 
ALFNUM when checking USERID. 

Error or invalid return code 
from MSGWR. 

VSEND to log off task was 
unsuccessful. 

System Control Block Usage: 
Active User Table (CHAAUL) 

Data Control Block (CHADCB) 

Message Control·Block (CHAMCB) 

System Common (CHASCM) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

HOLD/DROP Command Routine (CZCMO) 

This routine discontinues or re
establishes the availability of a device 
for TSS/360 usage. HOLD marks the system 
tables to prevent a malfunctioning device 
from being assigned to a user~ DROP returns 
a device to the system for assignment. 

Entry Points: 
CZCM04 -- DROP command entry from a BPKD 

labeled CZCM0411. 

CZCM07 -- HOLD command entry from a BPKD 
labeled CZCM0711. 

CZCMOE -- Return from the Task Monitor fol
lowing an I/O operation. 

Modules called: 
PAIR (CZACS1) -- Puts an entry in the ABEND 

Interlock Release Table. 

PRMPT (CZATJ1) 
operator. 

Issues messages to the 

RELEASE (CZCAD3) -- Releases a device. 

VMER (CZCRX2) 

VMSDR (CZCRY) 

Records Inboard errors. 

Records Outboard errors. 

Exits: This routine returns to the caller 
via the RETURN macro instruction. 

operation: The HOLD and DROP processors 
operate independently within this module so 
they are discussed separately. Discussions 
of the subroutines (SETUP, DOIOCAL, and 
CZCMOE) follow HOLD and DROP. 

HOLD: The HOLD routine, entered at CZCM07 
CIrOm the BPKD labeled CZCM0711}, first 
calls the SETUP routine to process the 
device list provided by the command analyz-
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ere Then, the first device is tested to 
see if it can be, or should be, held. (A 
partitioned or SYSOPERO device, taskid 01 
or 02, can not be held; a system-dedicated, 
public, or in-use device can only be held 
at the discretion of the system operator 
who will be prompted when such a device is 
encountered. ) 

NOw, if the device is a terminal, the 
CKALOC macro instruction is issued. CKALOC 
return codes, which determine the device 
type, cause processing as follows: 

o -- Device not in use 
HOLD builds an IORCB and issues an 
lOCAL to disable the line; the SDAT is 
marked BHELD", the device group table 
is set to indicate a malfunctioning 
device. 

1 -- Invalid return code 
If this code is returned from CKALOC, 
the HOLD is canceled. 

2 -- MTT Terminal 
The HOLD is canceled; an MTT terminal 
can not be held. 

3 -- Invalid return code 
The HOLD is canceled. 

4 -- RTAM SYSIN Terminal 
System tables are marked as for return 
code 0; ABEND is called via the VSEND 
macro instruction. 

5 -- Device assigned to task, but not SYSIN 
device 
The system tables are marked as for 
return code 0; HOLD purges I/O, and 
disables the terminal. 

6 -- Task SYSIN device 
The system tables are marked as for 
return code 0; HOLD purges I/O, and 
calls ABEND via VSEND. 

After taking this action for a terminal 
device, HOLD zeros the taskid, userid, and 
volid in the SOAT (if the device is not a 
system device), and puts the device SDA in 
the confirmation message. If there are 
more devices, this process is repeated; 
otherwise, control is returned to the 
caller. 

DROP: The DROP routine, entered at CZCM04 
(from the BPKD labeled CZCM0411), first 
calls SETUP to process the device list pro
vided by the command analyzer. Then, the 
first device is tested to see if it can be, 
or should be, dropped. (If the device was 
not held, it can not be dropped; if the 
device is being used by a class "E" user, 
the operator is prompted to see if the 
device should be dropped.) Then the path 
to the device is marked by the SPATH macro 

instruction. Process~ng proceeds depending 
on the device type. 

• terminal -- An IORCB is built; an lOCAL 
is issued to enable the terminal line. 

• all devices -- The "held" flag is 
turned off in the SDAT. 

• system-dedicated -- The available flag 
in the SDAT is left off. 

• public -- The available flag is turned 
on. 

• private -- If it is not a demountable 
device (tape or disk) the available 
flag is turned on. For a demountable 
device, RELEASE is called to insure 
that a waiting task gets the device. 

The SDA of the dropped device is placed in 
the confirmation message, and the next 
device in the device list is processed. 
When all devices are processed, control 
returns to the caller. 

SETUP: The SETUP routine converts input 
parameters to a usable form for the HOLD 
and DROP routines. An ABEND Interlock 
Table entry will be created if the calling 
task (must be task 001) does not have one. 
Then, the input parameters are checked and 
converted to hexadecimal. 

OOIOCAL: This is the common I/O routine 
for HOLD and DROP. OOIOCAL builds an IORCB 
and a CCW list (a DROP for a dedicated 
device contains a SAD, ENABLE, and PREPARE; 
all other CCW lists contain a SAD and 
ENABLE) • Then, a DECB is bull t; the lOCAL 
is executed. CKALOC is called to return 
the device to the system; control returns 
to the caller. 

CZCMOE: This routine is an I/O posting 
routine called by the Task Monitor when 
HOLD/DROP I/O is complete. CZCMOE checks 
for errors: VMER is called to record 
inboard errors; VMSDR is called to record 
outboard errors. 

System Control Block Usage: 
Data Event Congrol Block (CHADEC) 

Interrupt Storage Area (CHAISA) 

I/O Request Control Block (CHAIOR) 

I/O Statistical Data Table (CHASDT) 

Message Control Block (CHAMCB) 

Symbolic Device Allocation Table (CHASDA) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 
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LABEL Command Routine (CZABX) 

LABEL allows the operator to add or 
remove labels on tape volumes in conversa
tional or nonconversational mode. (See 
Chart RS.) 

Entry Points: 
CZABXl Normal entry. 

CZABXX BPKD entry point. 

Modules Called: 
CLOSE (CZCLBC) 

set. 
Closes the SYSIN data 

DDEF (CZAE4) -- Creates the SYSIN data 
set. 

MTREQ (CZCAA1) -- Mounts the volume. 

OBEY (CZASAl) -- Executes the SYSIN data 
set. 

OPEN (CZCLAO) -- Opens the SYSIN data set. 

PRMPT (CZATJ1) -- Writes diagnostic mes
sages to the operator. 

REL (CZAFJ3) -- Releases the ddname of the 
SYS IN data set. 

RELEAS (CZCAD) -- Releases the tape device. 

Volume Label Reader (CZCWX3) -- Label/ 
unlables a tape volume. 

VSAM PUT (CZCOS) -- Writes the data set to 
public VAM storage. 

XWTO (CZABQ1) -- Writes messages to the 
operator (WTO). 

Exits: LABEL exits to the caller by a 
RETURN macro instruction. Diagnostic mes
sages notify the operator of errors. 

Operation: CZABX, entered at the CZABXl 
entry point, first validates the userid (it 
must be S~SOPERO), and the command parame
ters. When the command is initiated from 
the conversational operator task (TASKID = 
1), a SYSIN data set consisting of LOGON, 
SECURE, LABEL, RET, and LOGOFF commands is 
created to form a new nonconversational 
task. The SYSIN data set is named SYS
OLTNN, where NN are numeric characters used 
to create a unique data set name. CZABX 
initiates the SYSIN task by requesting the 
OBEY of an EXECUTE command. This data set 
is erased at LOGOFF by the RET command. 

The new SYSIN data set is now entered as 
a nonconversational task. MTREQ mounts the 
tape (with a ring, if the tape is file
protected): CZCWX3 (BSAM) performs the 
label processing. When no label is speci
fied, the 80 character buffer contains 
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blanks. This buffer is used to contain the 
80 character tape label when one is speci
fied. On return from CZCWX, the device is 
released and a completion message is issued 
to the operator. 

When the command is not issued from the 
conversational operator's task, the SYSIN 
data set is not created, and the program 
logic performs the labeling procedure as 
shown above. 

Error Conditions: Diagnostic messages are 
issued for invalid command parameters, and 
for unauthorized use of the command. 

System Control Block Usage: 
Data Control Block (CHADCB) 

Symbolic Device Allocation Table (CHASDA) 

System Common (CHASCM) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

Task Data Definition Table (CHATDT) 

MSG/BCST Command Routine (CZACF) 

This routine processes both MSG and BCST 
commands. If called via MSG, .the routine 
sends a message to a specified conversa
tional user, and writes it iri the opera
tor's log (SYSLOG). If called via BCST, 
the routine sends a message to all current
ly active conversational users before writ
ing it in SYSLOG. This routine operates in 
conversational mode only and is restricted 
to users with privilege class A. (See 
Chart SS.) 

Entry Points: 
CZACFl Entry for MSG command 

CZACF2 Entry for BCST command 

CZACF3 SYNAD entry 

CZACF4 EODAD entry 

Modules Called: 
EBCDTIME -- Gets time and. date. 

ESETL -- Ends sequential retrieval. 

GET -- Gets user table record. 

MSGWR (CZAAD2) -- Issues messages to 
operator. 

NEXT PAR (CZAAC1) -- Gets command operand 
and validates keyword and userid. 

PUT -- Inserts message in SYSLOG. 

READ (CZCPE) -- Reads specific user table 
record. 



VSEND -- Sends message to another task. 

Exits: The routine normally returns to the 
calling routine, via the RETURN macro 
instruction. If a system error occurs, the 
routine exits through SYSER. 

Operation: When processing a MSG command, 
the routine gets and validates the keyword 
and user identification (userid) suplied as 
the command operand. The entry for that 
user is then located in the user table and 
checked to ensure he has an active conver
sational task. If so, the message text is 
fetched and inserted, along with the cur
rent date and time, in a message control 
block (MCB); the message is sent, via 
VSEND, to the specified user's task; and 
the message, date, and time are inserted in 
SYSLOG. The routine then returns control. 

When processing a BCST command, the rou
tine builds an MCB with the message text 
and the current date and time. (Note that 
although many of the coding sequences used 
for MSG are shared by BCST, the processing 
is shown separately on the accompanying 
flowcharts for clarity. ) The user table 
is now opened and the routine scans the 
table entries looking for active conversa
tional tasks. (The operator's own task 
will be ignored.) When a conversational 
task is found, its task identification 
(taskid) is extracted from the user table 
entry and used to send the message, via 
VSEND, to that task. The routine continues 
scanning the table and iSSuing the message 
until it has read the entire table or until 
an attention interrupt occurs. At that 
point the user table is closed; the mes
sage, with date and time, is inserted in 
SYSLOG; and a confirmation message, if 
appropriate, is issued. 

Error Conditions: The routine checks for 
an acceptable operand and notifies the 
operator through user prompter, of any 
errors found. For the messages issued, see 
System Messages. This routine also issues 
this major system error: 

SYSER Code ABEND Message Significance 
050303001 SYSTEM ERROR I/O error when 

reading user 
table or writing 
in SYSLOG. 

System Control Block Usage: 
Data Control Block (CHADCB) 

Message Control Block (CHAMCB) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

User Table (CHAUSE) 

PRINT Routine (CZABG) 

This routine prints a specified data set 
from a private VAM or SAM volume to a high
speed printer at the computer installation. 
(See Chart XX.) 

Entry Points: 
CZABG1 Normal entry 

CZABG2 EODAD entry for input data set 

CZABG3 SYNAD entry from I/O (read error) 

CZABG4 SYNAD entry from printer as a 
data set 

~odules Called: 
ABEND (CZACP1) -- Prepares task for abnorm

al termination. 

BSAM Convert (CZCWAl) -- Converts to BSAM. 

CHECK (CZCRCS) -- Tests for completion of 
read operation. 

CLOSE (CZCLB) -- Closes input and output 
data sets 

DDEF (CZAEA4) -- Defines input data set and 
output printer as a data set. 

FINDJFCB (CZAEB1) 
JFCB. 

Finds input data set 

FREEMAIN (CZCHA3) -- Returns buffers to 
buffer pool. 

GET (CZCPB) -- Gets record from sequential 
data set. 

GETMAIN (CZCHA2) -- Gets input buffers. 

INTINQ (CZCJIA) -- Waits for not ready/ 
ready interruption on printer, after 
SETUR. 

LOCATE (CZCFL1) Determines DSORG of 
input data set. 

LOGOFF (CZAFN1) -- Logs task off system. 

~SGWR (CZAAD2) -- Issues messages. 

OPEN (CZCLA) -- Opens input and output data 
sets. 

PUT (CZCOS) -- Writes output record (using 
MSAM). 

RCR (RATION) Maintains an accounting of 
the number of records printed for the 
user. 

READ (CZCRA) 
tape. 

Reads input record from 
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SETUR (CZCMD1) -- Insures proper forms 
mounted on printer. 

VMTI-2 (CZATD2) -- Logs on task, opens SYS
OUT, and opens SYSMLF. 

XWTO (CZABQ1) -- Sends abnormal task end 
message to operator (WTL). 

Exits: PRINT normally exits to LOGOFF, via 
a call. If a system error occurs, PRINT 
exits to ABEND. 

Operation: This routine operates indepen
dently of the task that issued the PRINT 
command. CZATD2 is called to logon the 
task, open its SYSOUT, and open SYSMLF. 
LOCATE is invoked to determine the data set 
organization by interrogating the returned 
catalog S-Block. PRINT next obtains the 
symbolic device address (SDA), contained in 
the batch work queue (BWQ), of the devices 
to be used by the task. The SDAs are 
implanted in the DDEF parameter lists. The 
routine then calls DDEF to define the input 
and output data sets, opens those data sets 
(via OPEN) and obtains buffers (via GET
MAIN), if needed. 

Before initiating printing, the SETUR 
macro instruction is invoked to insure that 
proper forms are mounted on the output 
device. 

After setting up the initial print line' 
to include the user identification (userid) 
and batch sequence number (bsn) associated 
with this task, PRINT inspects the spacing 
operand to decide which of three printing 
loops to use. If EDIT was not specified, 
the spacing operand serves as a control 
character for line spacing. In this case, 
page heading and line numbers are printed 
if requested. 

If EDIT was specified, the subroutine, 
GETRCD, is called to get the first input 
records. If there is a request for a 
printer for a TSSS dump tape, special flags 
are set to allow processing of a multifile 
tape when CZABG2 (EOD) is entered. Then, 
or if no dump is requested, a check is made 
to see if ASCII or machine code control 
characters are used. ASCII control charac
ters are converted to machine code and 
tested if the output record is from the 
previously read input record (the first 
time through, this contains the userid and 
bsn generated by PRINT). This sequence is 
necessary because ASCII control characters 
cause a space then print, but machine code 
control characters cause a print then 
space. By stepping one record ahead, the 
routine achieves proper spacing. The loop 
starting at location B1 is used for machine 
code control characters. 
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Looping now continues until the input 
data has been exhausted. Two PRINT subrou
tines, GETRCD and PUTRCD, g€'t the input 
records and print the output records. 
After the last record has been printed, 
PRINT checks to see if error records 
occurred or if records were skipped. If 
not, it sets an indicator in task common so 
that the task's SYSOUT will not be printed 
(because there are no errors, it will not 
be needed). The RCR (RATION) macro is then 
invoked to account for the number of rec
ords printed by the user before exiting to 
LOGOFF. Otherwise, it issues messages to 
SYSOUT to show the number of error records, 
skipped records, etc. 

If the task must be terminated prema
turely, a message to that effect will be 
sent to the operator (via WTL), written on 
SYSOUT, and also, if possible, printed. 
Except for a system error, .exit will still 
be made to LOGOFF. 

Error Conditions: The routine writes an 
error message on SYSOUT for each error; the 
messages that may appear are listed in 
System Messages. 

For any of the following errors, the 
PRIN~ task is immediately terminated and 
the message PRINT TASK BSN xxxx - ABNORMAL
LY TERMINATED is sent to the o~erator and 
to SYSOUT: 

• DDEF unable to define input or output 
data set. 

• Input data set not SAM, VSAM, or 
VISAM. 

• VSAM or VISAM record format is un
defined. 

• SAM data set not on magnetic tape. 

• EDIT specified, but neither USASI nor 
machine code control characters are 
indicated. 

If the length of an input record is less 
than the number of the first byte to be 
printed, the record is skipped. If there 
is a read error on tape input, the record 
is written in hexadecimal format on SYSOUT, 
along with an error message. User option 
(accept, skip, or end) decides the next 
action. If an invalid machine code or 
USASI control character is detected, the 
record is written in hexadecimal format on 
SYSOUT: the machine code control character 
is replaced with a print and single space; 
the USASI control character with a single 
space and print. The routine issues these 
minor system errors: 

SYSER Code ABEND Message 
050203101 INVALID OR 

Explanation 
Invalid return , 



UNEXPECTED RET code received 
CODE FROM A from a called 
CALLED ROUTINE module. 

050203102 

050203003 

Same as above 

ERROR ON 
INTINQ FOR 
ASYNCHRONOUS 
INTERRUPT 

050203104 S BLOCK 
RETURNED BY 
LOCATE WAS 
NOT DSD 

050203105 DSORG IN 
SBLOCK NOT 
VI, VS, OR 
PS. 

Error return code 
received from a 
called module. 

Unexpected 
asynchronous 
interrupt from 
printer. 

DSD does not 
describe a 
private or a 
public data set. 

DSORG in DSD not 
VI, VS, or BSAM. 

System Control Block usage: 
Batch Work Queue (CBABWQ) 

catalog SBLOCK (CHACCC) 

Data Control Block (CHADCB) 

Data EVent Control Block (CHADEC) 

Interrupt Control Block (CHAICB) 

Interrupt Storage Area (CHAISA) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

Task Data Definition Table (CHATDT) 

User Table (CHAUSE) 

PUNCH Routine (CZABH) 

This routine punches a specified VSAM or 
VISAM data set from a private VAM volume 
onto cards. (See Chart WW.) 

Entry Points: 
CZABH1 Normal entry. 

CZABH2 EODAD entry for input data set. 

CZABH3 SYNAD entry for input data set. 

CZABH4 SYNAD entry for card punch as 
a data set. 

Modules Called: 
CLOSE (CZCLB) Closes input and output 

data sets. 

DDEF (CZAEA4) -- Defines input data set and 
output punch as a data set. 

GET (CZCPB) -- Reads a logical record from 
sequential data set. 

INTINQ (CZCJIA) -- Walts for not ready/ 
ready interruption on pwnch, after 
SETUR. 

LOGOFF (CZAFN1) -- Terminates PUNCH task. 

MSGWR (CZAAD2) -- Issues messages to 
SYSOUT. 

OPEN (CZCLA) -- Opens input and output 
data sets. 

PUT (CZCOS) -- Writes a logical record in 
output data set. 

RCR (RATION) -- Maintains an accounting of 
the number of cards punched by user. 

SETUR (CZCMD1) -- Insures proper forms 
mounted on output device. 

VMTI-2 (CZATD2) -- Logs on task, opens its 
SYSOUT, and opens SYSMLF. 

XWTO (CZABQ1) -- Sends abnormal task end 
message to operator (WTL). 

Exits: The routine normally exits to 
LOGOFF, via a call. If a system error 
occurs, the routine exits via ABEND. 

operation: This routine operates as a 
separate task, entirely independent from 
the task that issued the PUNCH command. 
The first actions performed are, therefore, 
those needed to initiate a new task. 
CZATD2 is called to logon the task, open 
its SYSOUT, and open SYSMLF. 

The routine next obtains the symbolic 
device address (SDA) of the devices to be 
used by the task from the device code 
fields in the batch work queue (BWQ). The 
SDAs are then implanted in the DDEF para
meter lists. The routine then calls DDEF 
to define the input and output data sets 
and opens those data sets (via OPEN). 

The SETUR macro instruction is then 
invoked to insure that the proper card form 
is mounted in the output device. 

The input data set is now read, one log
ical record at a time, using the subrou
tine, GETRCD. After each read, the EDIT 
option is tested to see if a specific 
stacker was requested or if the record has 
a control character. In the latter case, 
the character is checked and, if USASI, 
converted to machine code before being 
placed in the output identification card, 
containing user identification and batch 
sequence number, which will be punched 
automatically as the first card of the out
put card deck. 

When all input has been processed, input 
and output data sets are closed and a test 
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is made to see if the task has concluded 
normally. If so, and end of task message 
is issued to SYSOUT (via MSGWR). 

The routine finally writes on SYSOUT the 
number of records that were read, punched, 
and skipped, and the number of error rec
ords. RCR (RATION) is then invoked to 
maintain an accounting of the number of 
records punched by the user. Exit is then 
taken to the LOGOFF command routine, which 
will terminate the task. 

Error Conditions: The routine writes an 
error message on SYSOUT for each error; the 
messages that may appear are listed in 
System Messages. 

For any of the following errors, the 
PUNCH task is immediately terminated and 
the message PUNCH TASK BSN xxxx TERMINATED 
BEFORE COMPLETION is sent to the operator: 

• DDEF unable to define input or output 
. data set. 

• Input records undefined. 

• EDIT specified but input record format 
does not have USASI or machine code 
control chara'cter. 

• Input data set organization not VSAM 
or VISAM. 

If the length of an input record is less 
than the number of the first byte to be 
punched, the record is skipped. If an 
invalid machine code or ASCII control 
character is detected, the record is writ
ten in hexadecimal form on SYSOUT; an error 
message will indicate that this is a data 
error, and the invalid control character 
will be replaced with a control character 
to punch and select stacker 1. This rou
tine issues these minor system errors: 

SYSER Code ABEND Message EXQlanation 
050203201 INVALID OR Invalid return 

UNEXPECTED code received 
RETURN CODE from a called 
FROM A CALLED module. 
ROUTINE. 

050203202 Same as above Error return 
code received 
from a called 
module. 

050203203 ERROR ON Unexpected 
INTINQ FOR asynchronous 
ASYNCHRONOUS interrupt from 
INTERRUPT punch. 

System Control Block Usage: 
Batch Work Queue (CHABWQ) 
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Data Control Block (CHADCB) 

Data Event Control Block (CllADEC) 

Interrupt Control Block (CHAICB) 

Interrupt Storage Area (CHAISA) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

User Table (CHAUSE) 

RT Routine (CZABF) 

The RT routine reads a data set from a 
private magnetic tape volume, enters it in 
system storage and catalogs it under the 
name specified in the operand. The RT rou
tine operates in non conversational mode and 
in the operator's task only. (See Chart 
00. ) 

Entry Points: 
CZABF1 Main entry point. 

CZABF2 EODAD entry point for tape input 
data set. 

CZABF3 -- SYNAD entry point for tape input 
data set. 

CZABF4 -- VAM output data set SYNAD entry 
point. 

Modules Called: 
CHECK (CZCRC) -- Checks the last read into 

input buffer. 

CLOSE (CZCLB) 
data sets. 

Closes input and output 

DDEF (CZAEA5) -- Creates a JFCB entry in 
the TDT, and requests external storage 
allocation space for output data set, 
and to create a JFCB for a tape input 
data set. 

FREEBUF (CZCNA) -- Releases input buffers. 

GETBUF (CZCMA) -- Gets input buffers. 

GETMAIN (CZCGA2) -- Obtains an area of 
virtual storage for output records •. 

LOGOFF (CZAFN1) -- Logs off (RT) task. 

MSGWR (CZAAD2) -- Issues messages on 
SYSOUT. 

OPEN (CZCLA) -- Opens input and output data 
sets. 

PUT (CZCOS) -- Writes output record. 

RCR (RATION) -- Maintains an accounting of 
the number of records read by the user. 



READ (CZCRA) -- Reads the input tape. 

VMTI-2 (CZATD2) -- Logs on task, opens SYS
OUT, opens SYSMLF. 

wRITE (CZCRAS) -- Writes input tape. 

XWTO (CZABQl) -- Sends devices a110cated 
message to the Batch Monitor and abnorm
al task end message to the operator. 

Exits: The routine normally terminates via 
a call to LOGOFF. If a system error 
occurs, the routine exits to ABEND. 

Operation: This routine operates as a 
separate task entirely independent of the 
operator's task. The first actions per
formed are, therefore, those needed to 
initiate a new task. 

CZATD2 is called to logon the task, open 
its SYSOUT, and open SYSMLF. 

The routine then obtains the symbolic 
device address (SDA) of the input device 
from the batch work queue (BWQ) and inserts 
the SDA into the input DDEF parameter list. 

DDEF is called to create JFCBs for the 
input and output data sets. The input data 
set is opened, and the input buffers are 
obtained via GETBUF. The output data set 
is opened, and an area of virtual storage 
is obtained in which to build output rec
ords. After each logical record is read, a 
test is made to determine if a line data 
set is to be created. If so, the output 
record length and line number are inserted 
in the output. The logical input record is 
now moved into the output record area, the 
line number is incremented if the output is 
a line data set, and the output record is 
written. 

When all the input data has been read, 
the input and output data sets are closed. 
The output data set is cataloged, the input 
buffers are released through FREEBUF, and 
an end of task message is written on SYS
OUT. If the task is not completed normal
ly, an abnormal task end message is sent to 
the system operator, via WTL, and is writ
ten on SYSOUT, the record counts are writ
tenon SYSOUT, RCR (RATION) is invoked to 
account for the number of records read by 
the user, and RT terminates with a call to 
LOGOFF. 

Note: RCR RATION is invoked for both norm
al and abnormal task end. 

Error Conditions: The routine checks for 
acceptable operands and notifies the user, 
through MSGWR, of any errors found. For 
the messages issued, see system Messages. 
This routine issues these minor system 
errors: 

SYSER Code 
050203001 

050203002 

ABEND Messclge 
INVALID CODE 
FROM A CALLED 
ROUTINE 

INVALID CODE 
FROM A CALLED 
ROUTINE 

System Control Block Usage: 
Batch Work Queue (CBABWQ) 

Data Control Block (CHADCB) 

Significance 
Invalid return 
code from DDEF, 
MSCWR, or VSEND 
routines called 
by RT. 

Error return 
code from 
MSGWR or VSEND 
routines called 
by RT. 

Data Event Control Block (CHADEC) 

Interrupt storage Area (CHAISA) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

User Table (CHAUSE) 

SHUTDOWN Command Routine (CZACN) 

This routine enables the system operator 
to terminate operation of the time-sharing 
system. SHUTDOWN operates in conversation
al mode only. (See Chart vv.> 

Entry Points: 
CZACN1 Normal entry 

CZACN2 EODAD entry 

CZACN3 Ba tch Monitor entry 

Modules called: 
CATFLUSH (CZCFX3) -- Copies all catalog 

entries to USERCAT. 

CLOSE (CZCLB) -- Closes user table and 
SYSLOG. 

CZABA9 -- Shuts down nonconversational 
tasks. 

EBCDTIME -- Gets current time and date and 
converts it from binary to EBCDIC. 

ESETL (CZCPD) -- Releases interlock imposed 
by SETL. 

GET (CZCPB) -- Reads record in user table. 

LOGOFF (CZAFN2) -- Logs off operator's 
task. 

MOCP (CZACA5) -- Writes to SYSLOG. 

MSGWR (CZAAD2) -- Sends message to opera
tor's terminal. 

PRINT (CZABD3) -- Provides for printing of 
SYSLOG. 
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SETL (CZCPC) -- Points to specified record 
in user table. 

TSEND Ends time slice. 

VSEND Sends intertask message. 

Exits: The routine normally exits to 
LOGOFF (CZAFN2). If a system error occurs 
the routine exits to SYSER. 

Operation: The routine first checks the 
Task Common table to determine the privi
lege class of the command user. If the 
privilege is not A, a message is issued 
indicating that the user is not privileged 
to issue the command. 

The initiation of any new task is inhi
bited by setting a flag (SCMITI) in the 
System Common. Then the Batch Monitor is 
called at CZABA9 to terminate all non con
versational tasks. When control is 
returned, SHUTDOWN begins processing con
versational operations; CZACA5 then writes 
the shutdown message to SYSLOG. 

All active conversational tasks (except 
the operator's task) are found by searching 
the user table. Each entry in the user 
table is retrieved and checked to determine 
if it has an active conversational task in 
the system. When an active task is found, 
its task identification (taskid) is taken 
from the user table entry, and a VSEND is 
issued to notify this conversational user 
that his task is being terminated because 
of a system shutdown. The external inter
rupt processor types out the shutdown mes
sage; then it calls ABEND for a privileged 
task, or LOGOFF for a nonprivileged task. 

After a shutdown message has been sent 
to each conversational task, the user table 
is again searched to determine if all con
versational tasks have been removed from 
the system. (ABEND sets the USEACT flag to 
zero to indicate this fact). If any con
versational task remains active, a TSEND 
SVC is issued to end the time slice of the 
operator's task. When the next time slice 
begins for the operator's task, the same 
check is made in the user table and, if the 
task is still active, the procedure for 
ending the operator's time slice is 
repeated up to 16 times for one active 
task. If a task remains active after 16 
TSENDs in the operator task, processing 
continues so that the system can be shut 
down. 

When all conversational tasks other than 
the operator's have been abnormally ter
minated, a return is made to the Task Mon
itor'and SHUTDOWN waits for a call at 
CZACN3 from the Batch Monitor indicating 
that all nonconversational tasks have been 
terminated. 
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When the Batch Monitor calls SHUTDOWN at 
CZACN3, the current time and date are writ
ten into the operator's log (SYSLOG) via 
CZACA5. After the time of the completion 
of shutdown has been recorded, SYSLOG is 
closed. Then a PR macro instruction is 
issued to provide printed copy of SYSLOG 
after the next system startup. A message' 
is sent, via MSGWR, to the operator's ter
minal to notify him that shutdown has been 
completed. Then, CATFLUSH (CZCFX3) is 
called to update the user catalogs (USER
CAT) from the SCRATCHCAT members. SCRATCH
CAT is then erased. Finally, the opera
tor's task is logged off with a call to 
LOGOFF. 

Error Conditions: Routine issues these 
minor system errors: 

SYSER Code 
050303801 

ABEND Message Significance 
None VSEND cannot be 

completed 
successfully. 

050303803 

050303805 

None 

None 

PRINT request 
for SYSLOG not 
accepted by 
BULKIO 
preprocessor. 

Invalid return 
code received 
from a called 
module. 

Processing continues after all SYSERs. 

System Control Block Usage: 
Data Control Block (CHADCB) 

Message Control Block (CHAMCB) 

Message Event Block (CHAMEB) 

System Common (CHASCM) 

System Operator Log (CHALOG) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

User Table (CHAUSE) 

WT Routine (CZABI) 

This routine writes a specified data ~et 
onto a private magnetic tape volume in pro
per format for off-line printing. (See 
Chart IT.) 

Entry Points: 
CZABI1 Normal entry. 

CZABI2 
set. 

EODAD entry for VAM input data 

CZABI3 -- SYNAD entry for VAM input data 
set. 



CZABI4 -- SYNAD entry for BSAM output tape 
data set. 

Modules Called: 
CATALOG (CZAEI2) -- Catalogs the data set 

on tape. 

CATALOG (CZAEI3) -- Catalogs a data set on 
VAM storage. 

CHECK (CZCRC) -- Tests fOL' completion of 
write operat.ion. 

CLOSE (CZCLB) -- Closes input. and output. 
data sets. 

DDEF (CZAEA4) -- Defines input and output 
data sets. 

ERASE (CZAEJ3) -- Erases a VAM data set, if 
request.ed by the user. 

FREEBUF (CZCNA) -- Returns buffers to buff
er pool. 

GE'T (CZCPB) -- Reads d 10gical record from 
VAM. 

GETBUF (CZCMA) -- Gets output buffers. 

LOGOFF (CZAFNl) -- Logs task off system. 

MSGWR (CZAAD2) -- Sends message to SYSOUT. 

OPEN (CZCLA) -- Opens input. and output data 
sets. 

RCR (RATION) -- Maintains an accounting of 
the number of records written by the 
user. 

WRITE (CZCHA) -- Writes a record on tape. 

WTL (CZABQl) -- Sends an ABEND message to 
the operator task. 

VMTI-2 (CZATD2) -- Logs on task, opens SYS
OUT, and opens SYSMLF. 

Exits: The routine normally exits to 
LOGOFF, via a call. If a system error 
occurs, t.he I:out.ine exits to ABEND. 

Operation: This routine operates as a 
separate task, entirely independent from 
the task that. issued the WT command. The 
first actions performed are therefore those 
needed to initiate the new task: CZATD2 is 
called to logon the task, open its SYSOUT, 
and open SYSMLl". 

The routine next obtains the symbolic 
device address (SDA) of the private input 
device, and the output device from the 
batch work queue. It enters those SDAs in 
the DDEF parameter list. As the last steps 
before writing, the routine calls DDEF to 
define the input or output data sets, opens 

them (via OPE>O and ot ta.i ns output buffers 
(via GETBUF). 

The routine now builds a blank print 
line to provide for initial page position
ing, and tests if editing has been speci
fied. If not, tne page header is set up as 
required and the routine reads in a record 
(using included subroutine GETRCD); tests 
for a new page; dnd then writes the record 
onto tape (u~;ing included subroutine 
PUTRCD). When a new page is indicated, the 
routine will issue the page number and page 
header if thf~ have been requested. This 
reading. test:ing, and writing process con
tinues until the input data set has been 
exhausted. 

If editing is indicated, the routine 
distinguishe.3 between ASCII and machine 
code control characters. It converts each 
ASCII code to machine code, checks that it 
is valid, and moves it to the output record 
for writinq. The data in the output record 
is from the r;reviously read input record 
(except on the first time through when the 
output record is the blank line generated 
by WT). This order is necessary since 
machine code control characters cause a 
print then space, but ASCII codes specify 
space then print. By stepping a record 
ahead. the routine achieves proper spacing. 
For machine codes, the routine checks that 
the control character is valid, then moves 
it to the output record. 

After all input records have been read 
and then written onto tape, the output buf
fers are released, the input and output 
data set-.s are closed, and, if requested, 
the output data set is cataloged. The rou
tine wr'ites on SYSOUT the number of records 
read, writt2n, and skipped, and the number 
of error records. RCR (RATION) is invoked 
to maintain the accounting for the number 
of records written before exiting to the 
LOGOFF command routine to terminate the 
task. 

Error Condit.ions: The routine writes an 
error messa ge on SYSOU'I' f or each error; the 
messages that may appear are listed in 
system Mes~;age:?. 

For any of t.he following errors, the WT 
task is immediately terminated and the mes
sage WRITE TAPE TASK BSN xxxx ABNORMALLY 
TERMINATED is sent to the operator: 

• DDr:F unable to define input or output 
dat.a set. 

• Input data set organization not VSAM 
or VISAM. 

• Input record format is undefined. 
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• EDIT specified, but neither FORTRAN nor 
machine code control characters.:!. 

• Characters are indicated. 

If t.he length of an input record is less 
than the number of the first byte to be 
written, the record is skipped. If an 
invalid machine code or ASCII control 
character is detected, the record is writ
ten in hexadecimal format on SYSOUT; the 
machine code control character is replaced 
with a write and a single space; the USASI 
control character with a Single s!:1ace and 
write. An accompanying message will note 
the faulty control character as a data 
error. This routine issues these minor 
system errors: 

FORTRAN control charact_ers are control 
characters defined by American Nat.ionaI 
Standard FDRTRAN, ANSI X3.9-1966. 
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SYSER Code 
050203301 

050203302 

ABEND Message 
INVALID OR 
UNEXPECTED 
CODE FROM A 
CALLED 
ROUTINE. 

Same as 
above. 

Syste."Yl Control Block Usage: 
Batch Work Queue (CHABWQ) 

Data Control Block (CHADCB) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

User Table (CHAUSE) 

Significance 
Invalid return 
C'':lde received 
from i.. called 
module. 

Error ret:urn 
code from a 
called module. 



This section describes the handling of 
those command system macro instructions 
that use BULKIO preprocessor initiation, 
and those macro instructions used to com
municate with other tasks (as well as with 
the system operator). Figure 8 contains 
the names and functions of t.he macro 
instructions. 

The WT, FR, and PU macro instructions 
are handled by the BULKIO preprocessor rou·
tines that process the corresponding w'r, 
PRINT, and PUNCH commands. As with the 
command, the preprocessor ca 11s the batch 
monitor to initiate an independent back
ground operation. Unlike command proces
sing, the Command Analyzer and Executor 
(CZASA) is bypassed as control goes direct
ly to the BULKIO preprocessor. 

The command routine itself performs in 
the same way whether it is processing a 
command or a macro instruction, with t.he 
following two exceptions: 

1. The command routine issues no message 
if it has heen entered by a macro 
instruction. Instead, it supplies a 
return code to show if an error was 
found and, in some cases, to indicate 

SECTION 6: MACRO INSTRUCTION HANDLING 

the tyP(; of error. Error handling is 
left to the Object program that 
j ssued the macro instruction. 

2. The macro expansion links to a special 
entry i:1 the processing routine to 
allow the routine to set indicators to 
inhibit messages. 

The VSEND.;:{, WTO, WTL, WTOA, and WTOR 
macro inst.ructions provide communication 
with the system operator. and with specific 
tasks. 

XWTO Routine (CZABQ) 

The XWTO routine performs the actions 
requested by five macro instructions: WTO, 
WTL, WTOA. WTOR and VSENDR. WTO. WTL, WTOR 
and WTOA each involve some sort of communi
cation with the system operator. The 
VSENDR macro instruction is used to commun
icate with ccny specified task. The expan
sion of these macro instructions results in 
linkage to XWTO, with an operation code set 
to indicate which macro instruction is to 
be processed. XWTO will then carry out the 
requested aetion before returning control 
to the calling object program. (See Chart 
ZA. ) 

r-----------T--------.--------------------------------.... --.------------------------------, 
I Macro I I I 
I Inst ruction I I Routine to Which Macro I 
I Name I Function I Instruction Links I 
~-----------+---------------------------------.---------+--.------------------------------~ 
I PU I To punch d specified data set. onto I PUNCH command routine in CZABD7 I 
I i cards. I I 
I I I I 
I PR I To print a data set on a printer. I PRINT command routine in CZABD3 I 
I I I I 
I VSENDR I To send an inter-task message and await I XWTO routine, CZABQ I 
I I the response. I I 
I I I I 
I WT I To write a data set onto tape for sub- I WT command routine in CZABD9 I 
; I sequent off line printing. I I 
I , I I 
I WTL I To write a message in the operator log. I ~WTO routine. CZABQ I 
I I I I 
I VITO I To write a message to the console and I .>:VITO routine, CZABQ I 
I I to the operator log. I I 
I I I I 
I WTOR I To write a message to the console and I XWTO routine, CZABQ I 
I I to the operator log, and await a I I 
I I response. I I 
I I I I 
I WTOA I To write a message to the operator I XWTO I:outine. CZABQ I 
I I which indicates some operat~or action. I I 
I I (It is preceded by arrows.) I I l ___________ .L _________________________________________ .L_ .. _________________________________ J 

Figure 8. Macro instructions 
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Entry Points: CZABQ1 -- Formal entry_ 

Modules Called: 
ABEND (CZACP) -- Disconnects task. 

ATPOL -- Checks for Attention Interruption. 

AWAIT (CEAP7) -- Places task in delay 
state. 

ITl -- Disables all except_ program and SVC 
task interrupts by setting interrupt 
inhibition lock byte (ISALCK). 

P'I'1 -- Enables task interrupts by resetting 
interrupt inhibition lock byte (ISALCK) 

REDTIM (CEAS6) -- Reads the current system 
time. 

VSEND (CEAQS) -- Sends information to 
anot:hert ask. 

Exits: This routine always returns to the 
calling routine, via RETURN. 

Operation: The macro expansiJ.m places, in 
general register 0, a hexade::i mal code that 
indicates the macro instructlon ::0 be pro
cessed: 0 for WTO, 4 for WTL, 8 for WTOR, 
C for VSENDR, and 10 for '~OA. 

On entry, all synchronous I/O interrupts 
are inhibited. A code in register zero 
determines which subprocessor is to be 
given control. In the cases of WTO, WTOA 
and WTL, the number of calls occurring 
within t.he last 0.2 seconds is checked. If 
in excess of 14, the task is abnormally 
terminated. 

In every case, the routine builds a mes
bage control block (MCB), inserting in it 
the text- that is to be sent. The message 
is then transmitted, via VSEND, to the sys
t e.1!l opera tor' s ta sk or, for VSENDR only. to 
t.he caller-specified task. For ",TO, WTOA 
and WTL macro instructions, this concludes 
XWTO processing. 

For WTOR and VSENDR, t_he routine sets up 
an MCB and, because d reply is expected, a 
message event control block (MEB). After 
transfilitt_ing the message, the routine 
issues an AWAIT to put its own task in a 
delay state that coilt.inues until an inter
ruption is received. When an interrupt 
occurs, XWTO checks first that it is appro-

priate and then that the reply has actually 
been received (the MEB shows this). If the 
interruption was an attention interruption 
from the terminal, a cancelldtion message 
is sent to the operator task so tnat it may 
remove the reply queue entry. The reply 
text is now moved to the area specified in 
the macro instruction operands (unless pro
tected), and XWTO returns to the calling 
routine. On exit, the original VPSW masks 
are restored. 

.Error Conditions: A hexadecimal code will 
be returned in the fourth byte of general 
register 15. 

Return 
Code 

00 

04 

oc 

Significance 
No error detected. 

Attention interrupt occurred 
during delay state. 

Invalid message length; no 
message sent. Or, reply length 
exceeds specified length plus 7 
additional characters (the 7 
extra allow for doubleword usage): 
message was sent but reply not 
returned; reply area protected. 
Applies for WTOR or VSENDR only. 

10 Invalid reply text or length 
(WTOR and VSENDR). 

14 Task with specified task does not 
exist (for VSENDR only). 

18 Task with specified task ident.i
fication is not accepting message 
(for VSENDR only). 

lC Operator task is sending task. 

20 Invalid macro code in register O. 

System Control Block Usage: 
Interrupt Storage Area (CHAISA) 

Message Control Block (CHAMCB) 

Message Event Control Block (CHAMEB) 

Operator Header (CHAOPH) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

Virtual Program Status Word (CHAVPS) 



The Time Shared Utility Programs (pA'rC
LEAR, PAT FIX, and DUMP/RESTORE) process the 
PATCLEAR. PATFIX. and DMPRST commands in a 
time-sharing environment. The commands, 
entered from a termina 1 or as a background 
task, interface with t,he command system 
through a BULTIN in the system profile, and 
a BPKD in the PSECT of each h;rocessor. 'rhe 
processors may handle their associated com
mands in the same task or, if requested, 
call the time shared utility module to cre
ate a separate background t.c,sk which will 
reenter the command processor for final 
processing. (PATFIX does not call the time 
shared utility module.) 

PATCLEAR 

'I'he PATCLEAA proqralll (CI.UFO> zero~, thoSt~ 

bytes in the Page Assignment Table (PA'r) 
which repre-sent data or DSCB pa(j€s on VAM2 
2311 or 2314 disk packs, freeing the t~ck 
for reuse. If the task is to be run in a 
separate nonconversational mode, CZUBC is 
called to initiate the new task which in 
turn calls PATCLEAR. for processing. If the 
task is to remain conversational, or in the 
same nonconversational task in which it was 
entered, PATCLEAR handles all processing 
for the request. 

PAT FIX 

The PA'I'FIX program (CZUP},) checks Page 
Assignment Tables for errors on the speci
fied volumes; it also construct,s new Page 
Assignment Tables from the D:3CB and data 
pages of the volumes. Then, if the user 
.requests, these new tables are put on the 
volumes in place of the old t,ables. Also, 
an error repor+:: is bui It showi n9 all the 
errors found in the Page Assignment Tables. 

DMPIZST 

The DMPRST program (CZUFA) dumps/ 
restores data on a direct access volume 
mounted on an IBM 2311 disk storage device, 
or 2314 disk storage facility. The data 
contents of the direct. access volume, 
except for the home address, can be dumped 
to another 2311 or 2314 disk, or to a mag-
netic tape, and can be restored to a direct 
access device of the same type as the 
source volume. As with PATCLEAR, DMPRST 
calls CZUBC to initiat,e a requested back
ground task. 
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TIME SHARED UTILITY MODULE 

The time shared utility module (CZUBC) 
creat:es a separate background task by 
building a VISAM data set. from a supplied 
command string. and by executing that data 
set via an OBEY macro i Ilstructi on. The new 
task now reenters the appropriate command 
processor. (See Figure 9.> 

PATCLEAR Processor (CZUFO) 

CZUFO init:ializes PAT entries for data 
or DSCB page~; in VAM-2 format (Chart ZB.) 

Entry Points:: 
CZUF01 cOinmand entry 

CZUF02 macro entry 

CZUF03 BPKD macro label 

Modules Called: 
FREEMAIN (CZCGA) -- Frees VM pages. 

MTREQ (CZCAA) -- Mounts the volume and 
returns the SDA. 

PRMPT (CZATJ) -- Prompts the user with com
pletion messages. 

NO 

PERFORM 
FUNCTION 

D 
CZUBC 

YES INITIATE 
>-----1 NEW TAS K 

FROM VISAM 
DATA SET 

Figure 9. Time shared utility module 
usage (CZUFA and CZUFO) 
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RELEAS (CZCAD) -- Releases 2311/2314 disk 
devices. 

'rsu Module (CZUBC> -- Initiates a back
ground task. 

V AMINIT (CZCEQ) -- Reads in the PA'.P. 

. t.xits: Control is returned to the caller 
with one of the following hexadecimal 
return codes in general register 15. 

00 normal completion. 

04 RELEAS failed, job terminated. 

08 

OC 

invalid paramete.r. job terminat.ed. 

I!1issing parameter and no default 
value. job terminated. 

10 -- VOLID match in C HAP VT, job 
termina ted. 

14 _.- invalid RUNMODE parameter, job 
terminated. 

18-- volume can not: be rnounti-~d, jub 
terminated. 

IC -- PAT CLEAR canceled by attention 
interruption. 

20 CZOBC failed. joo terminated. 

24 error in r'eading PAT, job t.erminated. 

28 error in writing PAT, job terminated. 

Operatio!}: PATCLEAR first determines the 
validity of the command parameters. Inva
lid parameters, att:ention interrupt.ions, 
and VOLIDs tor mounted public volumes cause 
control t_o be returned to the callE;:!: with 
an appropriate return code for t.he error. 
NOW, if a conversational user requested a 
nonconversat_ional RUNt·1ODE, CZUBC is entered 
with a parameter list pointing to cornrnand 
strings for SECURE and PATCLEAR commands. 
CZUBC will create and execute a background 
t_ask which will, in turn, enter PA'l'CLEAR 
for processing a·t CZl'}'Ol. 

On ret_urn from CZUBC, or if the request 
is to be processed in this same t.ask, MTREQ 
causes the volume to be rcounted; PATCLEAR 
reads the symbolic device address <SDA) 
from CHASDA. VAMINIT reads the PAT into 
::; torage. PATCLEAR translates all bytes, 
except t:hose containing X'CO' and X'7F' 
configurations, into all zeros (x'CO' and 
X'7F' are left as is). The relocation 
entries are also zeroed. A PGOUT SVC 
writes the PAT back to the disk; FREEMAIN 
releases the device. Any messages are now 
issued. via PROMPT, and control is returned 
with the appropriate code in register 15. 
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Error Conditions: On exit, a return code 
in general register 15 may indicate one of 
these errors: 

• Error return from a macro or called 
module. 

• MiSSing or invalid parillneter • 

• Specified RUNMODE is not allowed t.his 
user. 

• Requested VOLID refers to a mounted 
public volUme. 

System Control Block Usage: 
Interrupt Storage Area (CHAISA) 

Public Volume Table (CHAPVT) 

Symbolic Device Allocation Table (CHASDA) 

Task Common (CilATCM) 

DMPRST Processor (CZUFA) 

CZUFA dumps/restores data on direct 
access volumes. (See Chart ZC.) 

Entry Points: 
CZUFAl Macro entry 

CZOFA2 Command entry 

CZUFAB BPKD macro label 

CZUFAD Disk/tape access CSECT 

Modules Called: 
CLOSE (CZCLB) -- Closes tape DCB. 

DDEF (CZAEA) -- Defines the tape. 

FREEMAIN (CZCGA3) -- Returns buffer space. 

GETMAIN (CZCGA2) -- Obtains buffer space. 

GDV (CZASDX) -- Gets a default value for a 
parameter. 

MTREQ (CZCAA) -- Mounts a volume. 

OBTAIN/RETAIN (CZCFO) -- Reads/Writes 
volume labels. 

OPEN (CZCLA) -- Opens tape DCB. 

PRMPT (CZATJ) -- Issues a message to the 
user. 

READ/WRITE (CZCRAS) -- Reads /Writes to 
tape. 

RELEAS (CZCAD) -~ Releases disk device. 

RELEASE (CZAFJ) -- Releases tape device. 



TSU Module (CZUBC) -- Initiates a back
ground task. 

XWTO (CZABQ} 
operator. 

Writes messages to 

Exits: Control is returned to the caller 
with a completion message, and one of the 
following hexadecimal r-eturn codes, in gen
eral register 15. 

00 normal compLetion 

08 error in a parameter 

OC duplicate volume serial numbers 

10 t.ape to tape DMPRST attempted 

14 2314-2311 DlYjPHST attempted 

18 CZUBC failed 

1C attention interruption 

20 error in GE'l'M1HN 

24 error in DDEF or MTREQ 

28 device has invalid format 

2C 1/0 error (tape SYNAD or disk PGOUT) 

30 no available page or more than 96 
relocations 

operation: On entry, DMPRST makes repeated 
calls t.O the GE'rVAL subrout ine for all 
parameters; it validates t.he parameters; 
and, it sets up a DDEF command for tape; or 
it. calls tlJ.TREQ for disk mounting. When all 
parameters have been verified, DMPRST 
passes control to CZUBC if the request is 
to be processed in a new background task, 
or to CZUFAD, a CSECT within a DMPRST, if 
the request is to be processed in this 
task. CZUBC creates a VISAM data set from 
the command string passed by DMPRST, 
executes that command string to create a 
background task that will reenter DMPRST 
for processing, and return control of the 
current task t.o DMPRST for final cleanup 
and .return operations. On return from CZU
FAD or CZUBC, DMPRST prompts with a complt-::
tion message, loads the return code in 
register 14, and returns control to the 
user. 

CZUFAD, the disk/tape I/O CSECT of 
CZUFA, sets up 1/0 parameters and calls 
GETMAIN for buffer space; it distributes 
buffer space for read/write operations 
involving tape volumes; and. it defines any 
required t.ape devices. One of three pro
cessing paths is now chosen, depending on 

thE: requested operatio;l: restore from 
tape; dump to tape; disk to disk operation. 

• For a rest:ore operation, from tape to 
disk, DMPRST performs the following: 

1. Opem; the tape data set for a 
restore operation. 

2. Reads the PAT, IPL, and label. 

3. Calls MTREQ to mount the disk. 

4. Obtains the volume label. 

5. Puts the PAT SDA and RPN in PGOUT 
list. 

6. Reads all PAT pages from the disk 
inte. buffers. 

7. Validates the PAT and resolves any 
relocations. 

8. Clei1rs from PAT error pages; 
wr·ii:es X'FF's on the PAT. 

9. Marks and relocates error pages. 

10. Relocates the PAT if the to-volume 
RPN= a new PAT page. 

11. Reads data pages into two buffers 
and writes them to disk. 

12. Issues completion message. 

13. Releases disk; closes and releases 
tape. 

14. Frees buffer space and returns. 

• For a dump operation, from a disk to 
tape, DMPRST performs the following: 

1. Ope,ns the tape data set for a dump 
operation. 

2. calls MTREQ to mount the disk. 

3. Reads t.he volume label. 

4. Pui:s t.he PAT SDA and RPN in PGOUT 
list. 

5. Calls SETXP to read all PAT pages 
from disk. 

6. Re30lves any relocations and puts 
error flags on cylinder 199. 

7. Writes PAT, IPL, labels, and dummy 
IPL text .• 

8. Writes data pages to tape from two 
buffers. 
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9. Issues completlon message. 

10. Releases disk; closes and releases 
tape. 

11. Frees buffer space and returns. 

• For a disk to disk operation, DMPI~T 
performs the following: 

1. Calls MTREQ to mount both dj sks. 

::. Reads volume labels. 

3. Calls SErXP to read all PAT pages. 

4. Resolves relocations. 

5. Puts X'FF's in the new PAT. 

6. Marks and relocates e:r:-ror pages in 
new PA'!'. 

7. Moves PAT if TOVOL RPN 
page. 

8. Writes the label. 

a new 

9. Calls PGOUT to WIl te all J.'dqes to 
disk. 

10. Issues completion messages. 

11. Releases disk devices. 

12. Frees buffer space and returns. 

Error Conditions: DMPRST returns control 
wi t.h an error message d nd error ret. urn code 
for any of the following error conditions: 

• MiSSing or invalid parameter. 

• Duplicate volume serial numbers. 

• Tape to tape, or 2311- 2314 operation 
requested. 

• Failure in a called module or macro. 

• I/O error. 

• No available paJe or more than 96 
relocations. 

System Control Block Usage: 
Data Control Block (CHADCB) 

Data Event Control Block (CHADEC) 

Interrupt Storage Area (CHAISA) 

Symbolic Device Allocation Table (CHASDA) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

Task Data Definition Table (CHATIJT) 
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:rime Shared Utility Module (CZUBC) 

The Time Shared Utility Module initiates 
background tasks for the PATCI.EAR and DUMP/ 
RESTORE modules. {See Chart ZD.} 

Entr-y_Po!.!lts: CZUBCl -- Main entry. 

Modules Called: 
CLOSE (CZCLBC) -- Closes a DCB. 

DDEF (CZAEA) -- Defines a VISAM ddt.a set. 

ERASE (CZAEJ) -- Erases a data set. 

LOCATE (CZCFL) -- Locates a non-unique 
dsname. 

OPEN (CZCLA) Opens a DCB. 

RELEASE (CZAFJ) -- Releases JFCB storage. 

Exits: control returns to the apFropriate 
command processor (PATCLEAR or DMPW;T) with 
one of the following return codes in gener
al regi.ster 15: 

00 

04 

08 

normal return. 

RELEASE failed, job terminated. 

unique dsname was not generated, job 
terminated. 

OC DDEF failed, job terminated. 

10 attention interruption, job 
t.erminated. 

14 -- input parameter count invalid, job 
terminated. 

18 invalid parameter, job terminat.ed. 

Ie I/O error during PUT operation to 
VIS".!,! data set, job tenninatEd. 

Operation: On entry, this module obtains 
the userid, charge number, and password 
from task common (CHATCM); it moves these 
to an area for the LOGON command. Next, 
after establishing a retry limit of 100, it 
calls GENDDN to generate unique dd/ds 
names. GENDDN functions as follows: 

1. Obtains the value of TCMDDN. 

2. Increments and restores this value. 

3. Converts this value to a five-byte 
EBCDIC value. 

4. Appends a three-byte prefix (TSU). 

5. Passes the eight-byte value to the 
mainline processor. 



The mainline routine then moves the five
oyte numeric portion of the generated name 
to FULQLNAM, for LOCATE, and makes a series 
of calls T_O the following subroutines: 

1. CHKDSN -- Ca lIs LOCATE t.O Il,ake sure 
that t.he generat ed dsname h; unique. 

2. DDEFIO -- Perfo.rms the DDEF for the 
VISAM data set.. 

3. OPENDCB -- Checks for an attention 
interruption. 

4. BI.DkEC -- Builds a VISAM data set from 
command parame-t.ers. 

5. CLOSEDCB -- Closes the VISAM data set. 

6. RELEASE -- Relea~;es the JYCB storage. 

The mainline routine now executes an OBEY 
macro instruction t.C execut.e the VISAM data 
set. loads the ar-,propr: Lat e ret.urn code in 
general regist.er 1"::,. 1.vturns control to the 
caller. It release op('rations fail, the 
data set is erased prior to return. 

The CHKDSN subroutine calls LOCATE to find 
the generated dsname. When LOCATE fails to 
find the name, and therefore the name is 
unique, the nlmeric portion is put in the 
dsname and cont_rol is returned to the main
line processor. If the name is not unique, 
GENAME is repeat.edly called to generate a 
unique dsname. When this fails, control 
returns to the caller with an error code in 
register 15. 

The DDEF10 subroutine calls DDEF for a 
VISAM data sei:. and, if the DDEF is success
ful, returns control to t.he mainline rou
tine. When DDEF ret.urns an error code 
becaue>e the ddname is not unique, DDEF10 
attempts to generate a unique name, via 
GENAJII1E. NOW, if a unique name is 
generated, DDEF10 reenters itself to issue 
a new DDEF. If a unique name is not 
generated, or if DDEF indicates any other 
error condition, control returns to the 
caller with an error code. 

The OPENDCB subroutine uses A'l'POI. to test 
for any pending attention interru];:tions 
and, if one exists, sets an appropriate 
return code, releases the .H'CB storage, 
and, returns control to the caller. If no 
attention interruption is pending, OPENDCB 
calls OPEN to open the DCB, and returns 
cont ro1 to the mainline routine. 

The BLDREC subr'outine first builds a LOGON 
command as a VISAM record; it uses PUT to 
wri te this record to a VISN'i data set. The 
command string. passed to CZUBC from PATC
LEAR or DMPRST, is written as a VISAM reco
.rd on the dat a set. Now RET dnd LOGOFF 

commands are written, as VISAM records, at 
the end of tbe data set. Control returns 
to the mainline rout.ine. 

The CLOSEDCB subroutine calls CLOSE to 
close the DCB and it ret.urns control to the 
mainline roui:ine. 

The HELEASE subroutine calls REL to release 
the JFCB st.ocage and ret_urns control to the 
mainline rout.ine. 

Error Condl tions: Error COdi::!S are returned 
to the callee for any of the following 
errors: 

• Failure in any called module or macro 
instruct ion. 

• Failure t.O qenerate Unique ds/dd names. 

• Invalid parameter or parameter count. 

• I/O errer during the PUT operations. 

System Control 1310ck Usage: 
Data Control Block (CHADCE) 

Interrupt St.orage Area (CHAISA) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

PATFIX Routine (CZuPF) 

The PATFIX routine checks the Page Assi
gnment Tables for each volume specified in 
the VOLDEF parameter. The routine then 
builds various diagnostic reports which 
ref leet. any erl.:ors found in this initial 
PAT scan, b'lilds duplicate PAT tables from 
the scan of DseE and data pages on each 
volume, and allows the user to replace an 
incorrect P!l.T with the newly created dupl
icate PAT. (See Chart ZE.) 

~od_ules Called: 
CHECKDS (CZAAC) -- Validates all dsnames. 

CLOSE (CZCI..B) -- Closes report data set 
DCB. 

DDEF (CZAEA) -- Defines an MSAM printer. 

F'INDDS (CZAEC) -- Gets the JFCB for the 
report data set. 

FINISH (CZCMH) Ends MSAM processing. 

FREEMAIN (CZCHA3) -- Releases virtual 
storage. 

GETMAIN (CZCGA2) 
int.ernal tables. 

Gets storage for 

LOCKPAT (CZCEJ) -- Locks Page Assignment 
'I'ables in public storage when FIX is on. 
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MTREQ (CZCAA) -- Mounts private volumes. 

OPEN (CZCLA) -- Opens report data set DCB. 

PAUSE (CZCAC> -- Dismounts and mounts priv
ate volumes on the same device. 

PRMPT (CZATJl) 
terminal. 

writes messages to 

RELEAS (CZCAD) -- Releases private volumes. 

VAMINIT (CZCEQ) -- Initializes SDAT entries 
for private volumes. 

Exits: Control is returned via type-l 
linkage. If an error occurs, a diagnostic 
message ,is issued and control ret,urns via 
type-l linkage. 

Operation: On entry at CZUPFl the input 
EJdramete,rs are checked. Then internal 
tables are set up to monitor information on 
PATs that; are scanned. 

The PATs are first scanned for correct 
(;ntries: the first four entr-ies. and 
cylinder 199, must be flagged d" CO; the 7F 
and FF entries must be correc1',ly located. 
Relocation errors are found, and the PAT 
page error report is created. 

Next, each DSCB page on the volume is 
scanned, and a report on each data set is 
created. This report reflects invali.d 
forrnat-E dsnames and invalid checksums. 
During this scan, a duplicate PA'l' is bui.lt 
for each specified volume. Then, if there 
are sharf.?d pages, these are scanned to 
determine which data sets claim them. 
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When the duplicate PATs are built for 
the volume, the routine compares the old 
and new PATs. unreferenced format-F DSCBs 
are found as are allocated belt unreferenced 
data pages and DSCB page-slot-count errors. 
A PAT comparison report is built to reflect 
these errors; a data set profile report is 
also created. 

After these scans have been completed, 
the user may replace the old PATs with the 
newly created versions; he may also correct 
checksum errors, zero unreferenced format-F 
DSCBs, and zero unused data page DSCB 
slots. 

Error Conditions: This routine writes an 
error message on SYSOUT for each error 
found. These messages can be found in Sys
tem Messages. 

System Control Block Usage: 
Format E DSCB (CHADSE) 

Format F DSCB (CHADSF) 

Interrupt Storage Area (CHAISA) 

Public Volume Table (CHAPVT) 

Symbolic Device Allocation Table (CHASDA) 

Task Common (CHATCM) 

Task Data Definition Table (CHATDT) 

User Table (CHAUSE) 
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APPENDIX A: CONTROL BLOCKS REFERENCED TO CALLING MODULES 
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APPENDIX B: EXTERNAL CALLED MODULES REFERENCED TO PLMS 

,-----------------r------------T------------T------------T------------T------------, 
I Module I I I I I I 
~------T------------~ ACCESS I SYSTEM I I COMMAND I TASK I 
I ID I Name I METHODS I SERVICE I SUPERVISOR I SYSTEM I MONITOR I 
~------+-----------+------------+-------------+------------+-----------+-.----------~ 
I CEAMC I CRTSI I I I X I I ( 
I CEAP7 I AWAIT I I I X I I I 
I CEAQ5 I VSEND t I I X I I I 
I CEARQ I TWAIT I I I X I I I 
I CEAS2 I XTRSYS I I I X I I I 
ICEAS6 I REDTIM I I I X I I I 
I CEAT2 I SCRTSI I I I X I I I 
I CEA32 I SETSYS I I I X I I I 
ICZAAB31 GATWR I I I I X I I 
ICZAACBI CHKNM I I I I X I I 
ICZAACll NEXTPAR I ( I I X I I 
I CZAAC2 I CHEKDS I I I I X I I 
ICZAAD21 MSGWR I I I I X I I 
I CZAC3 I ALFNUM I I I I X I I 
ICZACPll ABEND I ( I I X I I 
I CZACSl I PAIR I I I I X I I 
I CZAEA4 I DDEF I I I I X I I 
I CZAEBll FINDJFCB I I I I X I I 
ICZAEC1( FINDDS I ( I I X I I 
ICZAEI21 CATALOG I I I I X I I 
ICZAEJ31 ERASE I I I I X I I 
ICZAFJ31 RELEASE I I I I X I I 
ICZAFM21 LOGON I I I I X I I 
ICZAFNll LOGOFF I I I I X I I 
ICZASAll OBEY I I I I X I I 
I CZASDX I GDV I I I I X I I 
ICZATC I GATE I I I I X I I 
ICZATD21 VMTI-2 I I I I X I I 
I CZATJ I PROMPT I I I I X I I 
I CZAYEl I SARD I I I I X I I 
ICZAYFll EXHIBIT I I I I X I I 
I CZCAA I MTREQ I I X I I I I 
I CZCAC I PAUSE I I X I I I I 
I CZCAD I RELEAS I I X I I I I 
ICZCEJ I LOCKPAT I I X I I I I 
ICZCEQ I VAMINIT I I X I I I I 
!CZCFAll ADDCAT I I X I I I I 
I CZCFIlI INDEX I I X I I I I 
!CZCFLll LOCATE I I X I I I I 
ICZCFO I OBTAIN/ I I X I I I I 
I I RETAIN I I I I I f 
ICZCFX I CATFLUSH I I X I I I I 
I CZCGA21 GETMAIN I I X f I I I 
f CZCHA31 FREEMAIN I I X I I I I 
ICZCJDAI DIR I I I I I X I 
I CZCJIAI INTINQ I I I I I X I 
I CZCJQSI QLE I I I I I X ! 
I CZCJSAI SIR I I I I I X I 
ICZCLA I OPEN I X I I I I I 
ICZCLBCI CLOSE I -X I I I I I 
I CZCMA I GETBUF I X I I I I I 
ICZCMD11 SETUR I X I I I I I 
I CZCMHll FINISH I X I I I I I 
ICZCNA I FREEBUF I X I I I I I 
I CZCOS I PUT I X I I I I I 
I CZCOT I SETL I X I I I I I 
I C ZCPB I GET I X I I I I I 
ICZCPC I VISAM SETLI X I I I I I 
I CZCPD I ESETL I X I I I I I 
I CZCPE I READ/wRITEI X I I I I I 
I CZCPH I DELREC I X I I I J I 
I CZCRA I READ I X I I I I I 
I CZCRC I CHECK I X I I I J I L ______ L ___________ ~ ____________ ~ ____________ ~ _________ ---~------------~ ____________ J 
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APPENDIX C: MODULE DIRECTORY 

Entry PLM Refs 
Point Routine Name Module CSECT PSECT Sect Chart 
CZABAl General Control Processor CZABA CZABAV CZABAR -2- DD 

CZABA2 EXECUTE subprocessor CZABA CZABAV CZABAR 2 DD 

CZABA3 CANCEL Subprocessor CZABA CZABAV CZABAR 2 DD 

CZABA4 BULK 10 Subprocessor CZABA CZABAV CZABAR 2 DD 

CZABA5 BACK Subprocessor CZABA CZABAV CZABAR 2 DD 

CZABA6 Timer Interrupt CZABA CZABAV CZABAR 2 DD 

CZABA7 LOGOFF Subprocessor CZABA CZABAV CZABAR 2 DD 

CZABA8 DIRECT Subprocessor CZABA CZABAV CZABAR 2 DD 

CZABA9 SHUTDOWN Subprocessor CZABA CZABAV CZABAR 2 DD 

CZABAB Batch Monitor Processor CZABA CZABAV CZABAR 2 DD 

CZABAC EO DAD CZABA CZABAV CZABAR 2 DD 

CZABAD SYNAD CZABA CZABAV CZABAR 2 DD 

CZABAE Entry from Batch Wait CZABA CZABAV CZABAR 2 DD 

CZABAF MOCP Interrupt Flag CZABA CZABAV CZABAR 2 DD 

CZABAQ EXHIBIT BWQ DCB CZABA CZABAV CZABAR 2 DD 

CZABDl DATASET Routine CZABD CZABDC CZABDR 3 EE 

CZABD2 RT command Routine CZABD CZABDC2 CZABDR 3 EE 

CZABD3 PR macro Routine CZABD CZABDC CZABDR 3 EE 

CZABD4 PRINT command Routine CZABD CZABDC CZABDR 3 EE 

CZABD6 PUNCH command Routine CZABD CZABDC2 CZABDR 3 EE 

CZABD7 PU macro Routine CZABD CZABDC2 CZABDR 3 EE 

CZABD8 WT command Routine CZABD CZABDC2 CZABDR 3 EE 

CZABD9 WT macro Routine CZABD CZABDC2 CZABDR 3 EE 

CZABDA RJE SYNAD exit CZABD CZABDC2 CZABDR 3 EE 

CZABDB RJE EODAD exit CZABD CZABD2 CZABDR 3 EE 

CZABFl RT Processor CZABF CZABFV CZABFR 5 UU 

CZABF2 RT Tape Data Set EODAD CZABF CZABFV CZABFR 5 UU 

CZABF3 RT Tape Data Set SYNAD CZABF CZABFV CZABFR 5 UU 

CZABF4 RT VAM Data Set SYNAD CZABF CZABFV CZABFR 5 UU 

CZABGl PRINT Processor CZABG CZABGV CZABGR 5 WW 
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Entry 
Poi:.t 
CZABG2 

,~Q!!tine __ Name 
PRINT Input Data Set EODA!) 

Module CSEC'i 
C ZABG C ZABi~v 

gSEf..."'I' 
CZABGR 

CZABG3 PRIN'l' Input Data Set SYNAn CZABG CZABGV CZABGR 

CZABG4 PRINT output Data Set SYNAn CZ l,BG CZAlKiV CZABGR 

CZABHl PUNCH Processor CZAHli CZABHV CZABiiH. 

CZABH2 PUNCH Input Data Set EODAD CZABH CZABHiI CZABlfR 

CZABH3 Input Data Set SYNAD CZABH CZABllV CZABHR 

CZABH4 Output Data Set SYNAD CZABH CZABHV CZABHR 

CZABI1 WT PLocessoJ:. CZABI CZAR V CZABIR 

CZABI2 WT Input Data Set EODAD CZABI CZABIV CZABIR 

CZABI3 Input Data Set SYNAD CZABI CZABIV CZABIR 

CZABI4 Output Data Set SYNAD CZABI C?,hlHV CZABIR 

CZABKl ASNBD Command Processor CZABK CZABl<C CZABKR 

CZABK2 ASNBD from MOHR at STARTUP CZABK CZAB.KC CZABKR 

CZABLl TWAIT in Batch Monitor CZABA CZABL nOIle 

CZABL2 Batch Wait Interrupt Flag CZABA CZABL none 

CZABQl XWTO Processor CZABQ CZABQV CZABQR 

CZABXl LABEL comma,nd P~,ocessor CZABX CZABXV CZABXR 

CZABXX BPKD Entry CZABX CZABXV CZABXR 

CZACAl MOCP Main Entry CZACA CZACAV CZACAR 

CZACA2 SYSLOG DCB CZH; l>. CZACAS CZACAR 

CZACA3 REPLY Processor CZACA ''''AO\W CZACAR 

CZACA4 REPLY Prompter CZACA 

CZACA5 PUl'-IN-LOG Routine CZACA 

CZACB2 MOHR CZACB 

CZACB3 MOHR CZACB CZACBC CZACBR 

CZACFl ,MSG Processor CZACF CZACFV CZACFR 

CZACF2 BCST Processor CZAC}o' CZACF'V CZACl"R 

CZACF3 MSG/BCST SYNAD CZACF CZACFV CZACFR 

CZACF'q MSG/BGiT EO!)h!) Ci.N i'V CIACFP. 

CZACGl F'ORCE Processor CZACG CZACGC CZACGR 

CZACG2 FORCE SYNAD CZACG CZACGC CZACGR 

CZ.ACN CZACNV CZACNR 

CZACN2 SHUTDOWN EODAD CZACN CZACNV CZACNR 

PLM Refs 
Sect Chart 
"-5- ~-
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PLM Refs Entry 
Point 
CZACN3 

Routine Name .!'1odule CSECT PSECT Sect Cha_I'! 
CZACNR -5 vv Batch Monitor SHUTDOWN entry CZACN CZACNV 

CZAWAl ABEND Recovery CZAWA CZAWAC none 4 C<'J 

CZAWCl FORTRAN Data Set Conversion CZAWC CZAWCP none II 1\1. 

CZAWMl Message Handler (and CZJI .. WM CZAWMC none 4 NN 
common messages) 

CZAWM2 Uncommon messages CZAWM CZAWMC2 none 4 NN 

CZAWNl Write Message to ACK CZAWN CZAWNC none 4 OA 

CZAWN2 Write ACK Messages to RJE CZAWN CZAWNC none 4 OA 

CZAWN3 EODAl) CZAWN CZAWNC none II OA 

CZAWNII SYNAD CZAWN CZAWNC none II OA 

CZAWSl Initialization CZAWS CZAWSC none Fl" 

CZAWS2 ASNBD Message CZAt~S CZAWSC none 4 FF 

CZAWS3 Add ABENDed Device CZAWS CZAWSC none II F'P 

CZAWS4 ABEND on CZAWS CZAWS CZAWSC none II FE' 

CZAWTl Control Main Entry CZAWT CZAWTC none II GG 

CZAWT2 Cont:n:.>l ICB/SIR CZAWT CZAWTC none II GG 

CZAWUl Attend Alert CZAWU CZAWUC none 4 II 

CZAWU2 Attend Alert EODAD CZAWU CZAWUC none II II 

CZAWU3 Attend Alert SYNAD CZAWU CZAWUC none 4 II 

CZAWUII Attend Alert ABEND CZJ\WJ CZAWUC none 4 Il 

CZAWVl Input Closeout CZAWV C~:AWVC none LL 

CZAWWl Master Service CZAWW II flU 

CZAWW2 Continue after ABEND CZAWW 4 flU 

CZAWW6 Return from CZAWU CZAWW II lIB 

CZAWW9 Return from CZAWY/CZAWZ CZAWW CZAWWC none 4 HlI 

CZAWWA Error return from CZAWU CZAWW CZAWWC none Ell 

CZAWXl Asynchronous Interrupts CZAWX CZAWXC none 4 

CZAWX2 Initialization Service CZAWX CZAWXC none II 

CZAWX3 Delete ICB CZAWX CZAWXC none 4 

CZAWX4 Return to Task Monitor CZAWX CZAWXC none 4 JJ 

CZAWYl Output service CZAWY CZAWYC none II MM 

CZAWY2 VAM SYNAD CZAWY CZAWYC2 none 4 

CZAWY3 VAM EODAD CZAWY CZAWYC2 none 4 



Entry PLM Refs 
Peint Routine Name Module CSEC'l' PSEC'l' ~ ~hart 
CZAWY4 Outpllt Cleanup CZAWY CZAWYC2 none 4 1M 

CZAWY5 MCR Ar.ea CZAWY CZAWYC2 none 4 MM 

CZ AWY 6 VAM ddname hold area CZAWY CZAWYC JIOne 4 MM 

CZAWY7 VAM JFCB pOinter CZAWY CZAWYC none 4 MM 

CZAWZl Input Service CZAWZ CZAWZC none 4 KK 

CZAWZ2 VISAM PUT SYNAD CZ1\W~, CZAWZC n()ne 4 K1< 

CZAWZ3 RJE Disconnect CZAWZ CZAWZC none 4 KK 

CZCM04 DROP Processor CZCf.iG CZCfAOZ CZCMOP 5 RR 

CZCM01 HOLD Processor CZCMO CZCMOZ CZCMOP 5 RR 

CZCMOE I/O Completion CZCMO CZCMOZ CZCMOP 5 RR 

CZUBCi TSU MODULE CZUBC CZUBCC CZUBCP 7 ZD 

CZUFAi DMPRST CZUFA CZUFAC CZUF'AP 7 ZC 

CZUFA2 DMPRST CZUFA CZUFAC CZUFAP 7 ZC 

CZUFAB DMPRST CZU~'A CZUF'AC CZUFAP 1 ZC 

CZUFAD DMPRST CZUFA CZUFAD CZUFAP 7 ZC 

CZUFOi PATCLEAR CZUFO CZUFOC CZUFOP 7 ZB 

CZUF02 PATCLEAR CZUFO CZUF'OC CZUFOP 7 ZB 

CZUF03 PATCLEAR CZUFO CZUFOC CZUFOP 7 ZB 

CZUPFi PATFIX CZUPF CZUPFC CZUPFP 7 ZE 
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APPENDIX D: ACTIVE REMOTE TABLE 

The Active Remote Table (ART) is created, using GETMAIN, by the Batch Monitor Initia
lization routine at CZABAl. Each ART entry (16 bytes) contains the userid. BSN. CANCEL 
flag, and taskid for a BACK job. BACK jobs are a.ssigned a BSN from 1 to 255. and are 
queued on the ART; normal batch jobs are queued on the BWQ. with a BSN greater t.hdn 255. 
The following figure illustrates the Active Remote Table. 

1<--------8 bytes------->I <------ 4 bytes----->I <--1 byte--->I <--1 byte--> I < .. - -2 bytes---> I 
~----------------------t-------------------+-------------+-.... ----------+---------------1 
I USE RID I BSN I UNUSED I CANCEL I TASKID I 
I I I I FLAG I I l .... _. --_________________ J._~ ___________________ J. __ . ___________ .1 ___ • _________ .1... _ ••. _ ._ ••......•• __ ...... _J 
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APPENDIX E: OPERATOR TASK AND BULI<IO MODULES USING RCR MACROS 

r-------T-----------T----------------------------------------------------------, 
I MOdu1e I RCR Macro I I 
I ID I Used I Purpose I 
~------+-----------+-------------------------.---------~------ .-----------------~ 
!CZABC I UPDATE I To update accounting fields in user table entry. I 
I I I I 
I I RATION I To request resources for the Background task. I 
I I I I 
I I VACATE I To remove allocated resources if BACK request not I 
I I I accepted by Batch Monitor. I 
~------+-----------+------------------------------------.----------------------~ 
ICZABF I RATION I To account for # z-ecords read from tape for the user. I 
r-------+-----------+----------------------------------------------------------~ 
I CZABG I RATION I To account for # records printed i:rom user's private I 
I I I volume. I 
t-~-----_+----------+-------------------------------·-·-----------------~ 
ICZABH I RATION I To account for # records punched from user's private I 
I I I volume. I 
t------+-----------+---------------------------------------------------------~ 
ICZABI I RATION I To account for # I:-ecords written on tape for the user. I 
r-------+---------+--------------------·------------------------------------~ 
ICZAWA I RATION I To account for # records read or printed/punched for I 
I I I the user by the BULKIO task if not done by CZAWV or I 
I I I CZAWY. I 
I I I I 
I I CLOSE I If ration is done by CZAWA or if GLOSE was not done I 
I I I by CZAWX, CZAWV, or CZAWY. I 
r-------+-----------+---------------------------------------------------------~ 
ICZAWU I OPEN I To validate userid and batch privileges for printing I 
I I I or punChing by the BULI<IO task. I 
r-------+-----------+---------------.--------------------------------------~ 
ICZAWV I RATION I To account for # records read for the user by the I 
I I I BULKIO task. I 
I I I I 
I I CLOSE I To update user table and ~lose user table entry. I 
~------+-----------+--------------------------.--.---.-------------------------~ 
ICZAWX I OPEN I To validate userid and batch Frivileges for reading I 
I I I cards by the BULI<IO task. I 
I I I I 
I I CLOSE I To update user table and close US',J t.able entry if I 
I I I user nct alloweo. caLd r.:::ad privil e'j'. I 
1--------+------------+-----------------------------------.---- .. -...... ----------.-----~ 
ICZAWY 1 RATION I To account for # records printed or pun::t."d by the I 
I I t tlULKIO t&,sk. I 
I I I I 
I I CLOSE I To update user table and close user table ent.ty. I L _______ ~ __________ ~ _____________________________________________ .~ ________ .1 
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'lENDDS cara 22 

A.bn'Y£1!lal task termination 1 
./'30!:{£ codes (CZAWY) 25 
[,,';f\ (see Acknowledgment Data Set) 
;'cknowledgmeni_ Data Set (ACK) 16,22.26 

lJIf,mher Validat.ion 26 
;,1!cSsages 26 
Pr inting 18 

Ie, ;I'.:;.on Message b 

,l~:t.i vate BULKIO task 4 
l~r;ti'Je Remote 'rask table (ART) 9 
i\ct.i ve table entry 15 
/,,1d d ldbel 311 
/,rX(JWs (Action Message) 6 
AR'I' (Active Remote Task) table 9 
ASCII code 25,36,38,41,42 
ASNSD 16 
Jl5NBD Routine ICZABK) 30 

Entry points 30-31 
Mcdnh .. s called 31 
Exit 31 
Operation 31 
Error conditions 31 
System control block usage 31 
Flowchart 151-155 

A'l~POL 49 
l\ttent_ion Interruptions (TSU) 46,47.49 

BACK command 1 
Background subprocessor 
Background Task creation 
Batch lllitiation 30 
Bat..ell Monitor (CZABA) 7 

General operations 7 
Entry points 8-9 
Modules called 9 
Exit 9 
operat.ion 9~11 

Error conditions 11 

10 
45,117 

System control block usage 11 
Flowchart 57--73 

l'bu:;h Monit.or taskid 14 
tkl.t.ch Moui t.or wait routine 11 
hdtcch sequence number 7 
BCS'l' (see MSG/BCST) 34 
Hi nary sel ia1 day 4 
H.LDHEC subroutine 49 
iclk'KL' (TSU) 45 
h;,!\; tat .':1; ",,;,quellee number} "I 
Hujl(i d VJ:"Al'l x:ecord 49 
Build an output. data set. 22 
BUI,TIN (TSU) 45 
Bulk input/output conur.ands 1 
BOLRCOMM table <CBABCT) 15 
BlJLl<IO ACK Data Set Handler (CZAWN) 26--27 

Entry Points 26 
Modules called 26 
Exi.t 26 
Operat.ion 26--21 

240 

System control block usage 27 
l"lowchart 132-~ 135 

BULKIC l'i,bend. Hecovery (CZAWA) 27 
Ent:LY poiuts 27 
Modules ca11ed 2'1 
Subrout.ines 27 
Exit: 21 
Operation 2'1 
Flowchart 136-150 

BULRIOAU;end Alert (CZAWU) 18-19 
Ent.ry points 18 
Modules called 18 
Exit 18 
Operation 19 
}"lo~Ghart 98-104 

BULRIO Cont.l:01 Routine (CZAW'l') 17 
EntIy poims 17 
Modules called 11 
Exit 11 
Operation 17 
System control block usage 11 
Flowchart 96 

BULKIO Initialization Routine 
(CZAWS) 16-17 

Entry point.s 16 
Modules called 16 
Exit 16 
Operation 16--17 
System control block usage 17 
Flowchart 89-95 

BULKIO Input Closeout (CZAWV) 23-24 
Entry points 23 
~Iodules called 23 
Eyj i 23 
op,:ro.tiorl 24 
Syst.t;~n ,;onl,rol block usage 24 
Flowe;>,-].. 120,,-122 

BULKIO Inp": ·rice {CZAWZ) 21--23 
Entry pui.l. ~'l 
Modules cal .. ; 11-22 
Exit 22 
Operation 22'''': 
Syst.em control bl(,,~k usage 23 
Flowchart 109-118 

BULKIO Input Si:art (CZAwX) 19-- 21 
Entry points 20 
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Exit 20 
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Modules called 18 
Exit 18 
Operation 18 
Syst€m cont.rol block usage 18 
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BULKIO Message Handler (CZAWM) 26 
Entry points 26 
Modu.les called 26 
Exit 26 



Operation 26 
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Flowchart 131 

BULKIO Output Service (CZAWY) 24-26 
Entry points 24 
Modules called 24 
Exit 24 
Operation 24-25 
ABORT codes. 25 
System control block usage 25 
Flowchart 123-130 

BULKIO Preprocessor (CZABD) 13-14 
General operations 13 
Entry points 13 
Modules called 13-14 
Executive routines 13 
Operation 14 
Error conditions 14 
System control block usage 14 
Flowchart 73-88 

BULKIO Preprocessor taskid 14 
BULKIO recovery procedures 27 
BULKIO task 15 
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CLOSEDCB subroutine 49 
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Routine) 3-6 
CZACF (see MSG/BCST) 34-35 
CZACG (see FORCE) 32 
CZACN (see SHUTDOWN) 39-40 
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Handler> 26-27 
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Routine 16-17 

CZAWT (see BULKIO Control Routine) 17 
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CZAWW (see BULKIO Master Service) 17-18 
CZAWX (see BULKIO Input Start) 19-21 
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Disk/tape I/O CSECT (CZUFAD) 47 
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Entry points 46 
Modules called 46 
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Operation 47-48 
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System control block usage 48 
Flowchart 193-200 

DROP (see HOLD/DROP) 32-33 
Dump operation 
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DUMP/RESTORE (see also DMPRST) 46 
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Erase nnu,'3ed SYSIN and SYSOUT 10 
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Express Bat (Ob 2 
Express Batch t"xtended proceSSing 23 
Express Batch prcr::essing 20.21 
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FORCE routine (CZACG) 32 
Entry points 33 
Modules called 33 
Exit 33 
Operation 33 
Error conditions 33 
Systeni contI'ol block usage 31 
Flowchart 155 

FORTRAN control character 42 
FORTRAN Data Set Conversion (CZAWC) 23 

Entry points 23 
Modules called 23 
Exits 23 
Operation 23 
Systelfl control block usage 23 
Flowchart 119 
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GENDDN subroutine 48 
Generate unique dd/ds names 48 
GETVAL subroutine 47 

High priorit_y message 6 
HOLD/DROP routine eCZCMO} 32-33 

Ent ry poi nts 32 
Modules called 32 
Exit: 32 
<:iveration 32--33 
>,ystem control block usage 33 
Flowchart: 155 

p~ndent batch operation 30 
Ini'_~a"l page positioning 41 
Indjal print line 36 
Ini~ialization for operator's task 3 
lr,itiaiization of SYSLOG data set I.l 
jpiU.dlization Recovery (WAINIT) 29 

.Ent.x:'{ pOints 29 
Modules called 29 
Subroutines 29 
Operation 29 

Initialization processor 9,10 
Initialize Batch Monitor 4 
Initiating nonconversational tasks 7 
ItUTL 111. 
.Input joL assignment 15 
Installation-written command procedures 19 
Interrupt-driven BUI~IO 17 
Interruption, attention 1.l6,1.l7,49 

JFCB storage, release 49 
Job 15 

LABEL Routine (CZABX) 31.l 
Entry pOints 34 
Modules called 31.l 
Exit 34 
Operation 34 
ErrOL conditions 34 
System control block usage 34 
Flowchdr~ 161-164 

Line data set creation 39 
LOGOFF subprocessor 11 

Main Operator 3 
Main Operai.:or Control 1 
J'.1ai n Operator Communications Program 

(i"lOCP-CZACA) 6-· 7 
Entry points 6 
.Modul es call ed 6 
Sabro'ltines 6 
t..Xt t. ( 
Ope:rc:. t :lOn. 6-7 
Error conditions 7 
System control block usage 7 
Flowchart 53-56 

Main Operator Housekeeping Routine 
(MOHR-CZACB) 3-6 

Entry points 3 
Modules called 3 
Exit 4 
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Operat ion 'I'··'J 
Error condJ. t i JllS 6 
System control block usage 6 
Flowcha1 t ';') 

Machine code, control 
characteru 25.36,38,42 

Macro Instruction handling 43 
Message cont:ro 1 Block (MCB) 6,44 
Message l,ength (ASNBD> 16 
Me;s~Jage pi '~'Cl~5 26 
Moep (see Main ('perator Communications 

Program) 6-7 
MOHR (see Main uperator Housekeeping 

RontinE;) 3-6 
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t~SAM inhiLit recovery (WABE) .27-28 
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Modul es called 2'1 
Snbroutines 27-28 

MSAM Out,put_ Rece''leI.Y (WAMO) 28-29 
Entry point~.; 28 
Modules called 28 
Snbroutines 28 
Operation 18-29 

MSAM recovery 28 
MSG/BCST routine (CZACF) 34-35 

Entr·y poinLs J4 
Modules called 34-35 
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Operation 35 
Error conditions 35 
System control block usage 35 
Flowchart 165-166 

New background task creation 45 
Nonconversational operations 1 
Nonconversational RUNMODE 46 
Normal task termination 1 
1 ... )t ::-eady-to-ready 15 

OPENDCB ~t:'lotnine 49 
OBEY 4') 
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Output. of undesired VAM r:ecot:iis 19 
OVerdue replies 6,7 

Packing SYSIN~: 23 
Page Assignment: 'fable (PAT) 45 
Page handljn,j '15 
Page n,!;riH~ri:ih, 25 
ParameteJ:. PHi( essing l:outines 1 ~,1~ 
PAT 45 
PATCLEAR PrOCE3sor (CZUFO> 45-46 

Entry points 45 
Modules called 45-46 
Exits li6 
Operation 116 

Error condl. ti ons 46 
System conteol block usage 46 



Flowcharts 190-192 
PCS 'SET' statements 19 
Pending attention interruptions 49 
PR macro instruction 43 
PRINT routine (CZABG) 35-37 

Entry points 35 
Modules called 35-36 
Exit 36 
Operation 36 
Error conditions 36-37 
System control block usage 37 
Flowchart 114-180 

Printer spacing 19 
Printing ACK 18 
Private BWQ entries 9 
Private device entries 10 
PU macro instruction 43 
Pub1ic BWQ entries 9 
Public unit record I/O 15 
Public VAM I/O 19 
PUNCH routine (CZABH) 31-38 

Entry points 37 
Modules called 31 
Exit 37 
Operation 38 
Error conditions 38 
System control block usage 38 
Flowchart 111-173 
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RCR OPEN 19,21 
RCR RATION 24,36,38,39,41 
Read-cards job 19,20 
Recovery procedures (BULKIO) 27 
Release a card reader 24 
Release JFCB stor,age 49 
RELEASE SUbroutine 49 
Remote Job Entry (RJE) 15,19,22 
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Line 21 
Recovery 27 
S-entry (CZAWS5) 16,18,20 
Station 1D 18,22-23,26 
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Restore BULKIO task 28 
RESTORE operation 47 
Retry limit 48 
RJE (see Remote Job Entry) 
RJELC (SVC 232) 18 
RQE 6,1 
RT routine {CZABF} 38-39 

Entry points 38 
Modules called 38-39 
Exit 39 
Operation 39 
Error conditions 39 
System control block usage 39 
Flowchart 161-169 

RUNMODE parameter 46 

S-entry 16-18,20,23 
Search TOT chain 28 
SECURE command 46 
Separate background task 46,47 

SHUTDOWN routine (CZACN) 39-40 
Ent".ry pOints 39 
Modules called 39-40 
Exit 4{) 
Operation 40 
Error conditions 40 
System control block usage 40 
Flowchart 110 

Shutdown message 40 
Shutdown subprocessor 11 
Special purpose ABEND and DDEF 16 
Station ID (RJE) 18,22-23,26 
STOPLOG 6 
SUb-task processing 2 
SVC 232 (RJELC) 18 
SYSIN data set 21,34 
SYSIN object code (BULKI/O) 1 
SYSIN processing 20-21 
SYSOUT listing 1 
System shutdown 39-40 
System pUl:Jlic disk storage I/O 15 

Tape labeling 34 
Task 001 7,31 
Task 002 15 
Task init.iation 1 
Task termination 1 
Termination of TSS operation 39-40 
Termination of conversational task 32 
Third-level TSI availability 10 
Timer-driven BULKIO 17 
Time in microseconds 4 
Time Shared Dump/Restore (CZUFA) 46-48 

(see also DMPRST) 
Time Shared Utility Module <CZCBC) 48-49 

(see also TSU Module) 
Time Shared Utility Programs 45 

DMPRST (CZUFO) 46-48 
PATCLEAR (CZUFA) 45-46 
TSU Module (CZUBC) 48-49 

Timer interrupt processor 10 
Timing statistics (BULKIO) 11 
Timing the BULKIO task 17 
TWAI'l' pD~r:essor 11 
TSU Modus E' (CZUBC> 48-49 

Entry iyd at", 48 
Modules (,o:c.<- 1. eel. 48 
Exits 48 
Operation 4 g .. !J ') 

Error conditions 49 
Systerr, control block usage 49 
Flowchart 201-201 

Unique dd/ds name 48 
Unit record assignment 30 

Valid ACK member 26 
VAM data set removal 27 
VAM Input Recovery routine (WABV) 28 

Entry points 28 
Modules called 28 
Subroutines 28 

VAM Output Recovery routine (WAVO) 29 
Entry point.s 29 
Modules called 29 
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Subroutines 29 
Operation 29 

VAM recovery 28-· 29 
VSENDR macro instruction 43 

WJABE (see MSAM Input Recovery) 27 
WABF 27 
WABN 2'1 
WABV (see VAM Input Recovery) 28 
WABVEX 27 
WAINIT (see Initialization Recovery) 
AMID (see MSAM Output Recovery) 28 
AAVO (see VAM Output Recovery) 29 
WT routine (CZABI) 40-41 
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Entry points 40-41 
Modules called 41 
~'xit 41 
operation 41 

29 

Error cOildi ti ons 41 -I. 2 
System control block usage 
Flowchart 181-181 

w'l' macro in~aLnc::ti(Jil 
WTL maCL'O inst.t:uction 
WTO macro instruction 
WTOA macro instruction 
WTOR macro instruction 

43 
6,43 
6,43 
6,43 
6.43 

XWTO routine (CZABQ) 43-44 
Ent!:y points 44 
Modules called 44 
Exit 44 
Opera tion 44 
Error conditions 44 
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Flowchart 188-189 
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